RINGS – The International Research Association of Institutions of Advanced
Gender Studies
8th General Assembly – 27 October 2021
Venue: Online & in-person, hosted by Central European University, Nádor u. 15, 1051
Budapest, Hungary
Country reports open discussion: 09.00-10.15
Break: 10.15.-10.30
General Assembly: 10.30-12.30
AGENDA
1. Chairing and minute-taking
2. Apologies
3. Minutes of last year’s General Assembly (see Appendix A)
4. Matters arising (if not below)
a.

Invitations for strategic partnerships – Jasmina Lukic

5. Report from Executive Committee:
a. Brief overview of RINGS: background, aims, website – Jeff Hearn &
Tamara Shefer (co-secretaries)
b. Update on membership – Blanka Nyklová (see Appendix B)
c. Constitution issues: proposals from 2020 and discussion: Proposals arising
from 2020 GA (see Appendix C)
d. Solidarity with threatened institutions update: Deevia Bhana (see Appendix D)
6. Reports from Conference Workgroups:
a. 2020 Mini conference and Country Reports: Tamara Shefer & Anika Thym (see
Appendix E)
b. Conference and General Assembly, Budapest 2021 – Jasmina Lukic & Zsazsa
Barát (see Appendix F)
c. Conference 2022 – Deevia Bhana (see Appendix G)
d. Conference 2023 – open discussion
e. Teaching initiative workgroup – Karen Gabriel and Chia Longman (see
Appendix (H)
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7. Funding, EU application and interns – Deevia Bhana and Jeff Hearn (see Appendix
Ia & Ib)
8. Election of New Executive Committee (see Appendix J)
a. Election of Membership Secretary
9.

Taylor & Francis publishers' policy towards the Journal of Gender
Studies- Jeff Hearn (see Appendix K)

10. Any other business
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Appendix A
RINGS
The International Research Association of Institutions of Advanced Gender Studies
7th General Assembly 4 December 2020
Venue: Online, hosted by University of Western Cape, South Africa
10.00 Cape Town time, UTC 8.00, CET 9.00, Delhi 1330, Sydney 19.00
Opening and Welcome
10.15-11.45 Roundtable: Global Contexts of COVID-19’s Impact on Women’s and Gender
Studies Scholarly Programmes
The panel presented perspectives and reflections from diverse geopolitical contexts on the
intersectional gendered impact of the pandemic and state responses such as lockdowns on
women scholars and Gender Studies Programmes.
Panelists: Deevia Bhana, Karen Gabriel, Jan Maree, Chia Longman, and Annette von Alemann
(chair).
12.00 -1.30 pm Overview of the Country Reports: Anika Thym, with Jeff Hearn and Tamara
Shefer
1.30-2.00 pm Break

***
RINGS 7th General Assembly – Minutes
(4 December 2020 @ 14:00-16:30 Cape Town time)

Present:
Kadri Aavik, Tallinn University
Annette von Alemann, Paderborn University (and University of Duisburg-Essen, prospective
member institution)
Ulrike Auga, Humboldt University
Erzsébet Barát, University of Szeged
Deevia Bhana, University of KwaZulu-Natal
Floretta Boonzaier, University of Cape Town
Rosemarie Buikema, Utrecht University
Giti Chandra, University of Iceland
Karen Gabriel, University of Delhi
Sabina Garcia Peter, Freie Universitat Berlin
Amanda Gouws, Stellenbosch University (prospective member)
Laura Grünberg, University of Bucharest
Jeff Hearn, Örebro University and Hanken School of Economics
Liisa Husu, Örebro University
Christine Jacobsen, Bergen University
Kari Jegerstedt, Bergen University
Heike Kahlert, Bochum University
Julia Kuznetski, Tallinn University
Chia Longman, Ghent University
Jasmina Lukic, CEU/CEUPU
Eva Midden, Utrecht University
Blanka Nyklová, Czech Academy of Sciences
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Maria do Mar Pereira, Warwick University
Paula Pinto, Lisbon University
Christine Quinan, Utrecht University
Triin Roosalu, Tallinn University
Tamara Shefer, University of Western Cape
Iva Smidova, Masaryk University
Nurseli Yeşim Sünbüloğlu, Özyeğin University
Anika Thym, University of Basel, Centre for Gender Studies; Network Gender Studies
Switzerland
Anália Torres, Lisbon University
Margaux Viallon, intern, Hanken School of Economics
1. Chairing: (Tamara Shefer and Jeff Hearn) and Minutes (Christine Quinan and Kadri
Aavik)
2. Apologies
Haley McEwen, University of Witwatersrand
Irma Erlingsdóttir, University of Iceland (attended morning sessions)
Daniela Falcinelli, University of Milan
Richard Howson, Fay Gale Centre, Adelaide University
Fiona Jenkins, ANU, Australia
JaneMaree Maher, Monash University (attended morning sessions)
Heike Pantelmann, Freie Universitat Berlin
Kopano Ratele, SA MRC/UNISA, South Africa
Olga Shnyrova, Ivanovo Center
Ann Öhman, Umeå University (attended morning sessions)
Özden Öz, intern
3. Minutes of last year’s GA
Minutes approved.
4. Matters arising
Nothing to add
5. Report from Executive Committee
Welcome to new members: Freie Universitat Berlin, and Özyeğin University
5.1.1. History and aims (see Appendix 1):
Brief overview of RINGS
• RINGS is an association, not just a network
• RINGS so far (2012-2020) – each has attempted to cover different topics in Gender
Studies that are of interest across the world
• Purposes (included in the constitution)
1. to promote advanced, critical, transformative, self-reflexive gender and
feminist research
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2. to advance excellence in disciplinary/transdisciplinary gender and feminist
research
3. to promote transnational research collaboration between member institutions
in advanced Gender Studies and related studies
4. to create virtual and physical meeting places for different generations of
gender scholars
See page 15 of GA papers: this flyer can be used by members for whatever purpose.
It would be good to document the many spinoffs from RINGS.
5.1.2. Internship: we were fortunate to have MA student Özden Öz from Turkey doing an
internship at RINGS in Örebro January/February 2020. She did excellent work. She sorted out
documentation of RINGS, got updated information from RINGS members. There is a Dropbox
folder for these documents. Attempts were made to find possible funders; it has been challenging
and not, as yet, successful. Some international research funders want to fund research projects,
not associations. Other foundations want to fund practical projects on the ground. Ongoing issue,
relying on free labour, would be good to have a part-time administrator for this task.
5.1.3. Website: overview and use for sharing information (Blanka
Nyklová): hosted by the Czech Academy of Sciences Institute of Sociology.
List of members should be made clickable by adding a hyperlink. Özden Öz might be willing
and able to put together list of weblinks that could be added to the website.
There is a RINGS leaflet on the website, which can be used by members.
Updates about members could be updated on the website.
5.2. Update on membership (Annette von Aleman) (see Appendix 2)
In total, we have members from 31 countries: 68 member institutions, 65 full members, 3
observer status. All members should help to recruit members from underrepresented regions,
especially from Latin America. RINGS conferences can be a good place for getting new
members. This would aid in establishing research networks and would help institutions of
Gender Studies under threat or in danger.
New members in 2020:
Center of Excellence Women and Science, GESIS, Leibniz Institute for the Social
Sciences in Cologne (observer status), Germany
University of Trento, Centro Studi Interdisciplinari di Genere, Dipartimento di
Sociologia e Ricerca Sociale, Italy
University of Milan, GENDERS: Gender Equality in Research and Science, Italy
University of Szeged, TNT, Gender Studies Research Group, Institute of English
and American Studies, Hungary
Ozyegin University, Gender Equality Unit (observer status), Turkey
Margherita von Brentano Center for Gender Studies (Freie Universitat Berlin)
Discontinued members:
SUNY at Stony Brook, Center for the Study of Men and Masculinities, USA
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Wollongong University, CROMM, Australia
NIKK, Nordic/Sweden
Membership for underrepresented regions – as discussed in previous GAs, existing members
should try to recruit members and encourage them to get in touch with the membership secretary
(currently Annette von Alemann) who will send them the RINGS Constitution. Erzsébet Barát
will contact scholars in Argentina, and Sabina Garcia Peter has good contacts in Latin America
and will reach out to them. The conferences should also be a good tool to expand membership,
and we might consider a conference in Latin America. Jasmina Lukic will also try to engage the
GEMMA network (Granada), which has strong connections to Latin America, and also invite
regional Gender Studies groups.
5.3. Constitution proposed changes
Proposal #1
5.3.1. currently Clause 14.3 reads:
“14.3. The General Assembly appoints the chairperson, secretary and treasurer from the
Executive Committee; these positions are required to be filled by three different members; the
General Assembly is also allowed to appoint a vice-chairperson, vice-secretary, or a vicetreasurer to replace or assist the appointed chairperson, secretary, or treasurer.”
i. Proposal:
“14.3. The General Assembly appoints, normally for two years, the chairperson,
secretary, treasurer and membership secretary from the Executive Committee; these
positions are required to be filled by different members, though they may be filled by
more than one individual from those members; the General Assembly is also allowed
to appoint a vice-chairperson, vice-secretary, or a vice-treasurer to replace or assist the
appointed chairperson, secretary, or treasurer.”
This would open up flexibility. It has also been helpful to have two people occupying the same
position, as it allows for continuity.
The proposal was approved.
ii. Proposal: that the General Assembly may appoint, one year in advance,
chairperson(s)-elect, secretary/ies-elect, treasurer(s)-elect and membership
secretary/ies-elect.
The proposed change was discussed. Some see this as a good approach because it is a way to
provide more time who make such a commitment to taking on key positions, and to gain some
familiarity and for continuity and a less abrupt transition for RINGS. This is a way to provide
more time who make such a commitment to taking on key positions, and to gain some familiarity
and for continuity and a less abrupt transition for RINGS.
However, it is also expressed that this is not a good idea because there are already two people in
the role. An alternative would be to have different tenure times for the chairs with one person at
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a time moving in and out of the position, so allowing for continuity. Another suggestion is that
one of the chairs ‘retires’ while the other continues. This likely would not need a constitutional
change.
The revised wording was proposed: “May appoint up to a year in advance”. During the break, the
proposal was redrafted as follows:
“that the General Assembly may appoint up to one year in advance, chairperson(s)-elect,
secretary/ies-elect, treasurer(s)-elect and membership secretary/ies-elect.
It is also possible to appoint one co-position-elect, so that that person succeeds one of the
co-holders, and the other co-holder continues.”
The redrafted proposal was approved.
5.3.2. For discussion
For Discussion #1: currently Clause 14.1 reads
“14.1. The Executive Committee consists of three to seven people drawn from three to
seven institutions, though it also retains its authority if there are less than three
people/institutions on the board; in that case the Executive Committee is required to
call a General Assembly to fill the vacated positions within two months after its number
drops below three.”
There are currently more than 7 people. Currently 10 institutions are represented. If the members
increase, then it could be even higher than 7 to account for growth. This would allow for a more
capacious exec committee. Another suggestion is to formulate as “consists of three or more
people drawn for three or more institutions". This could be changed in the constitution next year.
Omit the number of have a different number (3 or more people?). The number also depends on
the number of RINGS members.
Decision: 3 or more people, leave the maximum open (the constitution will be redrafted for the
next meeting): “consists of three or more people drawn for three or more institutions”
Decision: vote on a draft at the next GA
For Discussion #2: on whether and if so current Clause 16.1 should be revised. It reads:
“16.1. The General Assembly appoints Executive Committee members for three years;
after that period Executive Committee members are immediately eligible for reelection, but no more than once.”
Discussion on whether this should be revised, and if so, how. General support that this is made
more fluid. It was noted that continuity has been especially important in the early stages of
establishing RINGS.
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Decision: make a small change, the relevant clause will be reworded as a proposal(s) for next
year’s meeting, to make it more fluid. Suggestions: “re-elect on a yearly basis? instead of 'not
more than once'”, “delete the ‘no more than once'”
Agreement to revisit this issue next year.
5.4. Solidarity with threatened institutions update (Jasmina Lukic, Jeff Hearn and Tamara
Shefer)
5.4.1. CEU, Hungary (Jasmina Lukic)
„It is with the greatest pleasure that I inform that European Court of Justice ruled against
Hungarian "Lex CEU", which offered the legal basis for government's actions against
CEU. Please find attached the link to an article on the whole case, published on CEU's
website:
https://www.ceu.edu/article/2020-10-06/landmark-judgment-lex-ceu-struck-downeuropean-court-justice
While we are celebrating this important victory, I want to thank you all for support that
RINGS and all of you have given CEU in the process of defending academic freedom.”
Many congratulations to Jasmina Lukic and CEU colleagues, and many thanks to Annette
von Alemann and Ulrike Auga for their representations to the European Parliament
Committee on Women's Rights and Gender Equality on behalf of RINGS, November
2018.
A victory, but CEU has already moved to Vienna, and the attacks on Soros continue in
Hungary. Also, the Hungarian government has not made any changes.
5.4.2. Romania: Jeff Hearn and Tamara Shefer wrote a letter on 17 September on behalf
of the Executive Committee of RINGS in support the Amicus Curiae regarding file no.
959A/2020 of the Romanian Constitutional Court, opposing the governmental legal
attack on Gender Studies in Romania. Further information from:
Ionela Baluta: ionelabaluta@yahoo.fr
Liliana Popescu: liliana.popescu@politice.ro
5.4.3. Egypt
Jeff Hearn and Tamara Shefer wrote in February on behalf of the Executive Committee
of RINGS (and circulated information to members) in support of the case of a GEMMA
student Patrick George Zaki, a human rights and LGBT rights activist, who was arrested
and detained in Egypt, when he went from Bologna, where he studies, to Egypt for short
visit. Rosemarie Buikema gave an update after having been in touch with the Dutch
ambassador. For Patrick Zaki, there is reason to believe he has been treated relatively
well due to international pressure, petitions, etc. However, there is a lot to fear for how
many are being treated. Action point – Rosemarie Buikema will try to get the prison’s
address so that people can write to Patrick.
[She also forwarded the following information after the meeting:
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“https://www.amnesty.nl/content/uploads/2020/10/European-Lawmakers-Sisi-Letter.pdf?x35427
https://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/un-geneva_en/85812/HRC45%20-%20Item%204%20%20Human%20Rights%20situation%20that%20require%20the%20Council%27s%20attention%
20-%20EU
https://khanna.house.gov/media/press-releases/release-reps-khanna-mcgovern-sen-brown-leadover-50-members-congress-urging20Statement
https://www.uu.nl/en/news/utrecht-university-calls-for-the-release-of-gemma-student-patrickzaki
Utrecht University calls for the release of GEMMA student Patrick Zaki 29 June 2020
Patrick Zaki: Patrick Zaki is a student of the international master's programme for Gender
Studies GEMMA, in which Utrecht University also participates. He studied at the University of
Bologna, a collaboration partner of Utrecht University. In February Zaki was arrested in Egypt
for his human rights activism. Despite many actions in recent months, such as the one
in February, he is still in prison. The Egyptian President Abdul Fatah al-Sisi has announced his
intention to pardon five hundred and thirty prisoners in connection with the danger of COVID-19
infection. Zaki suffers from asthma and should therefore qualify for this.
Statement Francesco Ubertini: Ubertini published the following statement: "I have learned of
the announcement made by the Egyptian President al-Sisi to grant pardon to 530 prisoners in the
Covid-19 law enforcement measures. I appeal to the Italian Government, to the European
Commission, to the numerous institutions that have adhered to our motion and to all the
universities in the world that, like us, have subscribed to the principles of the Magna Carta, to
join the Alma Mater and make their voices heard. This is an opportunity to put an end to this
terrible and absurd situation and to give Patrick back his life and his studies. I hope to be able to
embrace him again soon here in Bologna." Michael Ignatieff, President and Rector of the Central
European University, has since publicly agreed with this statement, as have the other rectors of
the GEMMA consortium.
Statement Rosemarie Buikema: Rosemarie Buikema, UU coordinator of GEMMA, writes the
following: "Human rights activist and Gender Studies student Patrick Zaki has been living under
poor conditions in a prison in Cairo for almost five months now, with no prospect of a fair trial.
The Utrecht and international community of Gender Studies students and teachers is very
concerned about his fate and calls on the European Commission to keep up the pressure on this
case so that Patrick Zaki can regain his freedom, exercise his civil rights, and continue his
education."
Protest: … An international petition that has been signed by over 200,000 people.”]
6. Invitations for strategic partnerships
GEMMA. The 2019 General Assembly takes a positive attitude towards becoming an
associate member of GEMMA, and awaits further information from GEMMA on this.
There has not been any development since then.
6. Reports from the Conference Workgroups
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a. Summary of Tallinn Conference 2019 and Solidarity Fund (Kadri Aavik) (see
Appendix 3)
Kadri Aavik gave a short verbal report to supplement the written report, noting
the low cost of the conference with 41 participants, and the need to clarify that the
solidarity fund is purely from registrations.
b. Conference and General Assembly venue 2021 (see Appendix 4)
c. : Proposal from Department of Gender Studies, CEU PU Vienna, TNT
Gender Studies Research Group, University of Szeged, and CEU Institute for
Democracy, Budapest, Hungary
Erzsébet Barát and Jasmina Lukic reported:
i. Hoping for in-person conference but ready to hold it online if needed.
Proposed dates are October 24-26, 2021, but there are things to discuss
regarding the dates, availability of buildings, etc.
ii. CFP -- Forging new solidarities: Networks of (academic) activism and
precarity -- speaks to the current context, precarities, etc. and as they
intersect with other long-term challenges and vulnerabilities. Aim is to
send CFP out in mid-March.
Kadri Aavik, Tamara Shefer, Jeff Hearn, Annette von Alemann, and
Deevia Bhana have agreed to be involved in the conference committee.
We can confirm that we go ahead with this.
d. Conference and General Assembly venue 2022 (see Appendix 5)
e. : Proposal from University of Kwa-Zulu Natal, South Africa (Deevia Bhana)
i. Title: “Decolonizing Feminisms”
ii. Keynote is set, dates have to be decided
7. Publication Issues
a. An edited collection organised from Lisbon (Anália Torres, Paula Pinto): more
than 15 abstracts, the collection on The State of the Art in Feminist/Gender
Studies, Current Debates, and Plurality of Views, is in process of being proposed
to a publisher.
b. All are is encouraged to think about edited collections from RINGS conferences.
c. Publication deriving from country reports: last year there was an initial
discussion of the possibility of publications deriving from country reports.
Jeff Hearn suggests making these more publicly available in the form of an ebook, for example. Anika Thym agreed to write a blog post based on the summary
of country reports.
8. Funding issues (see Appendix 6)
In her internship, Özden Öz spent a lot of time searching possible funders. An EU COST
network may be worth pursuing, but this will need a small working group. Rosemarie Buikema
cannot take on steering a committee but would be happy to share information with Özden and
others. Rosemarie may have a small funding source. Eva Midden may have more interns (MA
students, Utrecht) who can help in identifying funding to apply for.
Eva Midden, Jeff Hearn, Özden Öz, and Rosemarie Buikema will speak about next steps.
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9. Election of New Executive Committee
Karen Gabriel (University of Delhi) agreed to join the executive committee.
The following Executive Committee was elected:
Centre for Gender and Science, Prague, Czech Republic (Blanka Nyklová);
Centre for Gender, Culture and Social Processes, University of Delhi (Karen Gabriel);
Center for Gender Studies, Paderborn University, Germany (Annette von Alemann)
Department of Women’s and Gender Studies, University of the Western Cape, South Africa
(Tamara Shefer);
EDDA and UNU-GEST, University of Iceland, Iceland (Irma Erlingdóttir);
Fay Gale Centre, University of Adelaide, Australia (Richard Howson);
Centre for Feminist Social Studies, Örebro University, Sweden (Jeff Hearn);
Graduate Gender Programme/Netherlands Research School, Utrecht University, the Netherlands
(Eva Midden/Christine Quinan);
Gender Studies, CEU, Hungary (Jasmic Lukic);
Gender and Childhood Sexuality, University of KZN, South Africa (Deevia Bhana);
Tallinn University, Estonia (Kadri Aavik)
Proposal to elect. The following are willing to stand for 2020-2022:
Co-chairs: Annette von Alemann and Deevia Bhana
Secretary: Jeff Hearn and Tamara Shefer
Membership Secretary and Communications Officer: Blanka Nyklová
Treasurer: Eva Midden/Christine Quinan
Decision: The new committee positions were formally confirmed.
10. Any other business.
i. Sharing resources
Sabina Garcia Peter shared some ideas about sharing resources, possible publications. Sabina’s
centre can help with RINGS social media. On sharing online lectures among RINGS members,
Jeff Hearn proposed sharing/exchanging lectures or interviews amongst RINGS members. There
is a lot of support for this, especially as it could be perhaps used in online teaching, and could be
stored on the website, behind a password.
A small group was set up for this task: Chia Longman, Annette von Alemann, Blanka
Nyklová, Karen Gabriel have offered to think further about this together.
iii. Organisation of next conferences in the context of climate sustainability
Anika Thym brought up the issue of having online and/or hybrid meetings in the future given the
climate crisis and gives people with limited financial and time resources to be able to participate.
The conference could also be online every other year to reduce the carbon footprint.
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Appendix 1
5. REPORT FROM EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
5.1. RINGS – The International Research Association of Institutions of Advanced Gender
Studies
RINGS is an international association with the aim of bringing together research institutions
engaged in gender and feminist research and women studies on a global basis. The principal
purpose of the association is to promote advanced and transformative research in transnational
cooperation between member institutions. RINGS thus seeks to advance disciplinary and
transdisciplinary gender and feminist research with the explicit aim of addressing social
inequalities that have gendered roots or consequences. With the global advancement of gender as
a key issue in contemporary social movements and cultural formations we believe it is of
outmost importance to connect scholarly work in gender studies worldwide. Global inclusiveness
is a key notion for the association that is unique within the research field of gender studies.
Gender studies have expanded dramatically over recent years with regard to scope, depth, and
academic infrastructure. The current momentum in research, networking and activism
contributes to our belief that it is time to build effective, sustainable networks for taking gender
and related inequalities and discrimination more seriously in research. RINGS is doing this by:
creating virtual and physical meeting places for generations of gender scholars in various parts of
the world; systematically organizing knowledge, know-how and an inventory of funding options
for joint projects, and research collaborations; promoting researchers’ mobility, and organizing
exchange of scholars between member institutions.
Our understanding of gender is inclusive, reaching across many fields but with the common
denominator of promoting critical, self-reflective gender and feminist research. Our intention is
to counter the Western base of gender studies, and continuously work to include institutions in
the Global South and post-socialist Europe. We strongly encourage transdisciplinary work across
the Social Sciences, Humanities, Medicine, Science, Engineering and other fields. RINGS is
registered and located at the Institute of Thematic Gender Studies, which is a three-university cooperation between Karlstad, Linköping and Örebro Universities in Sweden.
The inaugural General Assembly of RINGS took place at Örebro University, October 23-24,
2014. The inaugural meeting was attended by representatives of 21 centres from 14 countries,
with further 16 further institutions showing interest in joining. The current participating centres
span Africa, Australia, the Caribbean, Europe and North America. The meeting approved the
constitution and created working groups.
The 2nd General Assembly of RINGS took place at Centre for Gender and Science, Prague,
November 6, 2015.
The 3rd General Assembly of RINGS took place in Cape Town, hosted by University of Western
Cape, November 17, 2016.
The 4th General Assembly of RINGS took place at University of Iceland, Reykjavík, Iceland,
October 6, 2017.
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The 5th General Assembly of RINGS took place at University of Lisbon, Portugal, October 19,
2018.
The 6th General Assembly of RINGS took place at Tallinn University, Estonia, October 4, 2019.
An Executive Committee, for 2019, was elected, of the following institutions:
Centre for Gender and Science, Prague, Czech Republic (Blanka Nyklová);
Center for Gender Studies, Paderborn University, Germany (Annette von Alemann)
Centre for Gender Studies, Tallinn University, Estonia (Kadri Aavik)
Department of Women’s and Gender Studies, University of the Western Cape, South
Africa (Tammy Shefer)
EDDA and UNU-GEST, University of Iceland, Iceland (Irma Erlingdóttir)
Fay Gale Centre, University of Adelaide, Australia (Richard Howson)
Gender and Childhood Sexuality, University of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa (Deevia
Bhana)
Gender Studies, CEU, Hungary (Jasmina Lukic)
GEXcel Collegium (Örebro University), Sweden (Jeff Hearn);
Graduate Gender Programme/Netherlands Research School, Utrecht University, the
Netherlands (Eva Midden/Christine Quinan)
with the following officers:
Jeff Hearn and Tamara Shefer, co-chairpersons
Örebro University, Sweden; Hanken School of Economics Finland jeff.hearn@oru.se
University of the Western Cape, South Africa tshefer@uwc.ac.za
Irma Erlingsdóttir, Secretary, University of Iceland irma@hi.is
Eva Midden/Christine Quinan, treasurers, Utrecht University, The Netherlands,
E,Midden@uu.nl, C.L.Quinan@uu.nl
Annette von Alemann, membership secretary, Paderborn University, Germany,
annette.alemann@upb.de
RINGS now has 70 member institutions, and 3 observer members.
Internship: Özden Öz, a masters student at the University of Erlangen-Nürnberg, Human Rights
and at Bilgi University, International Relations programme completed from 9th January to 14th
of February, 2020 an internship at Gender Studies, Division of Gender Studies and Sociology,
Örebro University, working with RINGS under the supervision of Jeff Hearn and Tamara Shefer.
The internship was very beneficial in terms of both gaining administrative experience and
supporting the administrative tasks for RINGS, especially:
• organizing documents (previous conference calls and programmes),
• contacting over 60 academic institutions worldwide to update contact information of the
member institutions and gather summaries of their institutional research (36 institutions
replied me with their summaries),
• liaising with the officers of RINGS, and
• searching funding sources and preparing documents for applications.
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Website: Communications Officer: Katerina Cidlinská/Blanka Nyklova
The Czech Academy of Sciences hosts the RINGS website external to their institution. Hosting
is approved by the Institute of Sociology IT department. A list of active member institutions is
on the website. The RINGS website has the address http://www.ringsgender.org/. Previous
discussion have noted the need to include the word ‘women’ in RINGS documentation. The
website can be used by RINGS members for:
o Announcement of own activities: Announcement of new book/article
o Announcement of CfPs
o Need to remind/invite RINGS members to use RINGS website for these and other
purposes
- Announcement of RINGS activities: future conference (and general assembly)
RINGS leaflet and logo (logo by Nike Romano) now been produced, and are on the website:

Blanka Nyklova reports: re. the website - the update concerned mostly its switching into the
fullest English friendly mode possible. It shouldn’t be a problem to add information on
individual institutions, using Özden’s work but we would need to agree on what form this would
take - clickable links perhaps?
***
Appendix 2: 5.2. RINGS membership report 2019/2020
Annette von Alemann
Actual number of members (Sep. 2020)
70 institutional members and 3 members with observer status (100 persons, including 3 persons
in institutions with an observer status)
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31 countries (including observant members):
• Australia: 3 institutions
• Belgium: 2 institutions
• Brazil: 1 institution
• Canada: 1 institution
• Czech Republic: 2 institutions
• Denmark: 2 institution
• Estonia: 1 institution
• Finland: 1 institution
• Germany: 10 institutions (including 1 with observer status)
• Great Britain: 3 institutions
• Hungary: 2 institutions
• Iceland: 1 institution
• India: 1 institution
• Italy: 2 institutions
• Jamaica: 1 institution
• Kazakhstan: 1 institution
• Lebanon: 1 institution
• Mexico: 1 institution
• Netherlands: 2 institutions
• Norway: 4 institutions (including 1 with observer status)
• Poland: 1 institution
• Portugal: 1 institution
• Republic of South Africa: 7 institutions
• Romania: 1 institution
• Russia: 1 institution
• Spain: 1 institution
• Sweden: 7 institutions
• Switzerland: 3 institutions
• Tunisia: 1 institution
• Turkey: 1 institution (observer status), 1 prospective member (application in process)
• Uganda: 1 institution
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Country
Australia
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
Germany
Great Britain
Hungary
Iceland
India
Italy
Jamaica
Kazakhstan
Lebanon
Mexico
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Republic of South
Africa
Romania
Russia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Tunisia
Turkey
Uganda

All
member
Full
Observer
Institutions members status
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
10
9
1
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
4
3
1
1
1
1
1
7
1
1
1
7
3
1
1
1

7
1
1
1
7
3
1
0
1

1
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Country
Germany
Republic of South
Africa
Sweden
Norway
Australia
Great Britain
Switzerland
Belgium
Czech Republic
Denmark
Hungary
Italy
Netherlands
Brazil
Canada
Estonia
Finland
Iceland
India
Jamaica
Kazakhstan
Lebanon
Mexico
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russia
Spain
Tunisia
Turkey
Uganda

All member Full
Institutions members
10
9
7
7
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

7
7
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1

Observer
status
1

1

1
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RINGS members 2020
Uganda
Turkey
Tunisia
Spain
Russia
Romania
Portugal
Poland
Mexico
Lebanon
Kazakhstan
Jamaica
India
Iceland
Finland
Estonia
Canada Brazil
Netherlands
Italy
Hungary
Denmark Czech
Republic
Belgium 0
Switzerland
Great Britain
Australia
Norway
Sweden
South Africa
Germany
Observerstatus

2

4

Full members

6

8

10

12

All member institutions
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New members (Oct. 2019 – Sept. 2020)
Center of Excellence Women and Science CEWS, GESIS-department Monitoring Society and
Social Change, Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences in Cologne (observer status),
GERMANY
University of Trento, Centro Studi Interdisciplinari di Genere – Dipartimento di Sociologia e
Ricerca Sociale, ITALY
University of Milan, GENDERS – Gender & Equality in Research and Science, ITALY
University of Szeged, TNT, Gender Studies Research Group Institute of English and American
Studies, HUNGARY
Ozyegin University, Gender Equality Unit (observer status), TURKEY
Discontinued members
SUNY at Stony Brook, Center for the Study of Men and Masculinities, USA (Institutional
change of focus: from the study of masculinities to the study of power)
Wollongong University, CROMM, Australia (contact person’s change of university)
NIKK, Sweden (contradiction with transgovernmental mission)
Appendix 3: REPORT ON RINGS 2019
5th RINGS Conference
Genders and Feminisms in a Polarised World:
Sustainability, Futures and Utopias
October 2-4, 2019, Tallinn University, Uus-Sadama 5, Tallinn
The 5th RINGS conference was hosted by the Gender Studies Research Group at Tallinn
University, Estonia, at Tallinn University. In total, 41 participants attended, including
representatives of RINGS member institutions, organisers, local academics and other interested
individuals.
The conference focused, on the one hand, on political polarisation, populism, neoconservatisim,
and the rise of anti-gender movements globally, and on the other hand, on sustainability, climate
change and the environmental crisis, as a broader context in which these former developments
unfold. The call for proposals invited papers to make sense of and link these phenomena
theoretically and empirically. Papers were also encouraged to propose potential solutions and
envision feminist futures and utopias.
The papers were divided in the following thematic sessions by the local organising committee:
Session I: Anti-gender ideologies and movements: feminist resistances
Session II: Embodying experiences of polarisation
Session III: Identities, integration and gender in the public and private sphere
Session IV: Gendered political discourses from the fringe to mainstream
Session V: Gender, ecological crises and sustainability
Session VI: Contributions and future of feminist knowledge
In addition, the following two panels were held:
Panel I: Tensions between building up feminist academic infrastructure and feminist
visinos for the future: an interactive panel
Panel II: Reproducing feminist (dystopic) futures
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Text of the CfP: We are living at a time of increasing political polarisations, deepening
divisions shaped by conflicting values and the troubling rise of populism. This is evidenced by
disturbing developments such as the rise of far-right political forces, misogynistic
neoconservatism as well as the emergence of anti-gender sentiments and movements globally. In
this context, gender studies occupies a precarious position. It is typically seen by conservative
and far right political stakeholders as a radical attempt to restructure society and culture, as they
fight against the “gender ideology” and have even succeeded in banning some academic gender
studies programmes.
At the same time, we inhabit the age of the Anthropocene where human-induced climate change
threatens the wellbeing and sustainability of not only our communities and societies but the
entire planet. We need urgent ways of dealing with this ecological crisis. Responses to this have
to be collective and move beyond individual solutions as typically promoted by the hegemonic
neoliberal ideology prevalent in many societies today. Forging alliances, solidarities and
developing joint interventions to deal with the ecological crisis is challenging at the time of
polarisation which further exacerbates the global sustainability crisis.
Despite the marginalisation and precarious position of gender studies in many national contexts,
gender and feminist perspectives can make important contributions to making sense of the
increasingly polarised world and how this poses a threat to sustainability on local and global
levels. This way, gender and feminist studies could provide visions of more sustainable futures socially, culturally, and ecologically.
To achieve this, we need new theoretical insights and directions that help us to make sense of
and challenge the currently unfolding environmental crisis and political polarisations, as our
existing frameworks may be inadequate to explain these phenomena. Here, inspiration may be
drawn from many directions, for example, posthumanist thinking and ecofeminist theories that
have critically addressed how people relate to and intra-act with the more-than- human, thus
redefining the very category of the human, in light of sustainability.
This conference invites contributions that interrogate the meanings of genders, feminisms and
the role of gender and feminist studies at the time of polarisation and global sustainability crises.
Sustainability is often understood in three broad dimensions: social, environmental and
economic. We encourage forward looking perspectives and invite papers to address, for example,
the following issues:
How do anti-gender movements and sentiments operate in local contexts and how do they
threaten sustainability on local and global levels?
What language should we use to talk about gender, feminism and gender studies in a
context where gender, feminism and gender studies are often misunderstood and
misrepresented? How can we counter essentialism?
How can we as gender scholars practice critical self-reflexivity, notice and address our
own blind spots, omissions, and ways in which we are part of aggravating the
sustainability crisis? What possible solutions can gender and feminist knowledge offer to
deal with the crisis and move towards a more sustainable world?
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How do we relate to various stakeholders in the academia, as well as the broader society,
in the context of political polarisation and increasing divisions based on conflicting
values? How to overcome echo chambers? How to develop meaningful dialogue to
bridge gaps and overcome divisions?
How can gender and feminist knowledge help make sense of and transform our
relationship to other subjects beyond the human? How do gender studies help to rethink
the human in an era when our species is threatening planetary sustainability?
How do polarisations and ecological challenges shape and are shaped by gender relations
and politics in particular geographical and geopolitical areas, such as the Global South?
How can we use (eco)feminist and decolonial approaches to understand issues and
phenomena such as identity, race, sexuality, material inequalities and migration in the
context of sustainability?
What kind of intersectional alliances can be formed to overcome divides, embrace
pluralities and work towards a more sustainable world? What kinds of activisms are
relevant?
What could gender and gender relations look like in the future? Where could/should
gender studies be heading? What are our ideals, desired futures, utopias and ecotopias?
In addition to these themes, presentations on urgent matters (e.g. political developments affecting
the situation of gender studies in a national context) could be included. Formats other than
presentations, particularly more interactive formats (such as panels) are welcome.
Host organisation: Gender Studies Research Group, Tallinn University, Estonia
Conference committee
International advisory committee:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analia Torres, Professor of Sociology, University of Lisbon
Paula Pinto, Associate Professor, University of Lisbon
Iva Šmidova, Associate Professor, Masaryk University
Deevia Bhana, Professor, University of Kwazulu-Natal
Jeff Hearn, Senior Professor of Gender Studies, Örebro University
Tamara Shefer, Professor of Women and Gender Studies, University of the
Western Cape

Local organising committee: Kadri Aavik, Julia Kuznetski, Uku Lember, Pille UbakiviHadachi
Paper proposals received and number of presentations: we received 24 individual paper
proposals, including two panel proposals (both containing three papers), thus 30 abstracts in
total. In total, 23 participants presented at the conference.
Overview of finances
Conference costs amounted to 2 255 Euros in total. This included a fee of the conference centre
who provided administrative and technical help to running the conference, catering and
reception, rent of conference room, fee of the technician. The local conference organising
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committee did not receive any remuneration for their work from the conference budget. Most of
the costs were covered by participation fees (100 euros), remaining costs were covered by the
Research Fund of the Institute of Humanities at Tallinn University from which the organising
committee successfully applied for funding.
The solidarity fund (made up of conference fees) was unable to support travel and
accommodation costs this year, but fees for the following participants were waived at their
request: Olga Shnyrova, Iva Šmídová, Ulrike Auga. Also, members of the local organisation
committee and those who participated via Skype were exempt from paying conference fees.
Appendix 4: RINGS 2021

***

RINGS conference in 2021
the main frame for the conference is now set. First, we have a tentative topic:
Forging new solidarities: networks of activism and precarity
The idea is to look at precarity from gender perspective in various contexts: from labor market
(i.e. what happens with jobs in Covid and post-Covid economies, how this whole situation is
gendered, and what kind of responses is being given by those most affected by the crisis); to
academia and research more specifically (where particularly young researchers are for quite a
long time now put in position of precarity, which is only worsened with Covid crisis; this is an
aspect especially important for RINGS); to the sphere of culture (where the current situation is
taking a heavy tool); to the forced migration (where newly reinforced borders and controlling
mechanisms are putting migrants in even more difficult situation than before).
Organized by: Department of Gender Studies, CEU PU Vienna
TNT Gender Studies Research Group, University of Szeged
CEU Institute for Democracy, Budapest
Principle organizers: Jasmina Lukic and Erzsebet Barat
Proposed dates: 25, 26 and 27 of October 2021 [now 24-26].
Regarding the dates:
Saturday 24 can be a travel date.
Sunday 25 and Monday 26 working days of the conference (Monday 26 is public holiday in
Austria, which makes it possible for our colleagues to come to Budapest for the conference).
October 27 General Assembly
October 28 travel day
Organizing Committe (to be discussed with RINGS Executive Committee):
Lukic; Barat; Fodor; at least one more member of the faculty from Gender Studies at CEU PU
and Gender Studies at U. of Szeged, and at least one representative of PhD students from both
universities. And we would like RINGS to propose participants in the Committee in accordance
with the practice which has been established in previous conferences.
***
Appendix 5: RINGS 2022
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RINGS Conference and Annual Meeting 2022
Decolonising Feminisms
Durban, South Africa
Call for Papers
Feminist scholarship, in its many different forms, seeks to problematise and destabilise the
universalising structure of dominant Western ways of thinking, through which the (white) man of
reason is posited at the centre of a world history that unfolds progressively through the
transcendence, control and extraction of the natural, corporeal, the feminine. This “sacrificial
logic” (Caldwell 2002) of modern Western thought leads not only to the symbolic erasure of
woman (as shown by scholars like Irigaray, 1985 and Cavarero, 1995), but also founds and justifies
colonial conquest (as shown by scholars like Mbembe, 2001 and Fanon, 1961), as well as
environmental destruction and relentless capitalist expansion (Yusoff, 2019).
Feminist and gender studies therefore hold unique potential to work across causes to challenge the
global problems of colonial dispossession, the ascendency of whiteness, and environmental
destruction in their mutually constitutive entanglement with heteropatriarchy. However, more
often than not, feminism is criticised for doing the opposite, namely repeating or reasserting the
universalising structure of modern liberal thought. This happens specifically when “whitestream”
feminisms (Arvin et al., 2013) accept heteropatriarchy as an ahistorical framework of analysis in
terms of which gender and sexuality become central to feminist theory and practice, without taking
seriously the ways in which heterosexuality, capitalism and racial classification are impossible to
understand apart from each other (Lugones 2010). Rauna Kuokkanen explains that in the Nordic
context, for example, “when Sami women talk about reindeer herding laws, global capital
encroaching on their traditional territories, or the ability to teach the Sami language to their
children, these are not seen or understood as feminist concerns” (Knobblock and Kuokkanen 2015:
278).
Indigenous and decolonial feminists have been showing in many different ways how the
naturalisation of heteropatriarchy (for example through the imposition of a “modern”, “civilised”
sexuality in the form of the nuclear family with its gendered division of labour) is at the centre of
the devastating effects of settler colonialism on indigenous communities (see for example
Oyĕwùmí 1997, Nzegwu 2012, Gqola 2015) and how the enforcement of “proper” gender roles is
utilised in attempts of the coloniser to control the claims to land made by colonised people (Arvin
et al., 2013: 15), among other things. When whitestream feminism assumes that woman is defined
by her gender first, prior to racial and indigenous identities, it fails to understand how race is made
through gender and vice versa, so that struggles against patriarchal oppression cannot be
understood separately from struggles against colonial or racial domination (see Moreton-Robinson
2000, Arvin et al., 2013, Lugones 20010, Oyĕwùmí 1997).
Another manifestation of whitestream feminism’s reliance on Eurocentric or Westerncentric
universalisation is the way in which women’s and feminist history is presented as a teleological
unfolding of a singular conception of woman’s freedom, neglecting to engage with and take
seriously the long rich histories of women’s activism and feminist theorising taking place outside
of the dominant renderings of “Western” history, and often as part of struggles against racial
oppression and environmental devastation in the face of Empire (Lukose 2018: 42, Arvin et al.,
2013). In this way, whitestream feminist and gender studies repeat the centring of the white subject,
the naturalisation of settler colonialism and the maintenance of the gender script that infuses
colonial race technologies.
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For this conference we invite contributions engaging with the project of decolonising feminist
scholarship and activism, not merely in symbolic and metaphorical ways, but with a commitment
to material, structural change in the world. Such contributions could explore any of the following
topics (but need not be limited to them):
Shifts away from the multiple imperial contexts and colonial models of knowledge
extraction in our feminist scholarship
The forces through which Indigenous women and Native feminist theories have been
invisibilised within whitestream women’s studies
Challenging white dominated research and pedagogical models
Unmasking and dismantling epistemic privilege attached to geopolitical positioning
The “denaturalisation of the national” (Lukose 2018: 44) as a site of feminist theory and
practice
Exposing the persistent structures of settler colonisation and its effects on Indigenous
peoples and others
Developing and incorporating multilingualism into our research as a way of undermining
the hegemony of English as colonial imposition
Forging feminist alliances in which issues of race and land are not erased for the sake of
solidarity
The complicity of feminist scholarship in the maintenance and invisibilisation of colonial
structures and the dispossession of Indigenous people
Formats other than presentations, particularly more interactive formats (such as panels,
roundtables or more experimental modalities) are welcome.
The keynote lecture will be presented by Dr Danai Mupotsa who is a lecturer in African Literature
at the University of the Witwatersrand (South Africa). Her research is oriented towards reading
everyday intimacies, with a commitment to feminist, queer, antiracist political and pedagogical
praxis. In 2018, she published her first collection of poetry titled Feeling and Ugly (Impepho
Press).
This call is directed to RINGS members, but non-members can also submit abstracts. However,
member organisations are encouraged to invite others towards extending membership, with
particular emphasis on strengthening the participation of those from countries in the Global South.
RINGS, the International Research Association of Institutions of Advanced Gender Studies
(ringsgender.org) is a global association of centres of advanced gender studies. The participating
centres span Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe and the Americas. Five RINGS assembly meetings
and conferences have been held since the inauguration of RINGS in October 2014 at Örebro
University: Prague (2015), Cape Town (2016), Reykjavik (2017), Lisbon (2018) and Tallinn
(2019). The RINGS annual meeting and conference will be hosted by the University of KwaZuluNatal in Durban, South Africa.
Practical information
Host organisation: University of KwaZulu-Natal
Venue: Blue Waters Hotel, Durban Beachfront
Registration fee: a minimum of 100 euros or R1700 per individual attendee/participant variable
by location. The fee will support RINGS solidarity fund. Members from lower income countries
can apply for funding from the solidarity fund to offset participation costs. Assistance from the
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solidarity fund is subject to sufficient availability of funds. Please contact Azille Coetzee
(azille@sun.ac.za) for possible assistance.
Accommodation and travel: Accommodation and travel costs are to be covered by the
participants. The hosts will suggest accommodation options and arrange reduced prices.
Deadlines and important dates:
• Abstracts of a maximum of 350 words are to be submitted by xxxx to Azille Coetzee at
azille@sun.ac.za, with the subject line “RINGS abstract”
• Acceptance notifications will be issued by xxxx.
• Conference registration will open on xxxx.
Contact for inquiries: Azille Coetzee (Stellenbosch University, South Africa)
azille@sun.ac.za
Conference Committee:
Local organising committee:
Deevia Bhana, Professor, University of KwaZulu-Natal
Floretta Boonzaier, Professor, University of Cape Town
Azille Coetzee, Postdoctoral Fellow, Stellenbosch University
Amanda Gouws, Professor, Stellenbosch University
Tamara Shefer, Professor, University of Western Cape
International advisory committee
Deevia Bhana, Professor, University of Kwazulu-Natal
Amanda Gouws, Professor, Stellenbosch University
• Floretta Boonzaaier, Professor, University of Cape Town
• Jeff Hearn, Senior Professor of Gender Studies, Örebro University
• Tamara Shefer, Professor of Women and Gender Studies, University of the Western Cape
• Annette von Alemann, Professor of Social Inequality and Gender Studies, University of
Duisburg-Essen and Paderborn University.
• Kadri Aavik, Associate Professor of Gender Studies, Tallinn University
References:
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Cavarero, A. 1995. In Spite of Plato: A Feminist Rewriting of Ancient Philosophy. New York:
Routledge.
Caldwell, Anne. 2002. Transforming Sacrifice: Irigaray and the Politics of Sexual Difference.
Hypatia, vol. 17(4): 16 – 38.
Fanon, Franz. 1961. The Wretched of the Earth, New York: Grove Press.
Gqola, Pumla. 2015. Rape: A South African Nightmare. Johannesburg: MFBooks Joburg.
Irigaray, Luce. 1985. Speculum of the Other Woman, trans. Gill, C.G. Ithaca: Cornell University
Press.
Knobblock, Ina and Kuokkanen, Rauna. 2015. Decolonizing Feminism in the North: A
Conversation with Rauna Kuokkanen. NORA – Nordic Journal of Feminist and Gender Research,
vol. 23(4): 275-281.
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Anthropology, vol. 36(2):34-52.
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Mbembe, Achille. 2001. On the Postcolony. Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: University of
California Press.
Moreton-Robinson, Aileen. 2000. Talkin’ Up to the White Woman: Indigenous Women and
Feminism. St Lucia: University of Queensland Press.
Nzegwu, Nkiru. 2012. Family Matters: Feminist concepts in African philosophy of culture.
Albany: State University of New York Press.
Oyĕwùmí, Oyèrónké. 1997. The Invention of Women: Making an African Sense of Western Gender
Discourses. Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press.
Yusoff, Kathryn. 2019. A Billion Black Anthropocenes or None. Minnesota: University of
Minnesota Press.
Appendix 6. FUNDING info from previous meetings
There has previously been a Funding Workgroup (Rosemarie Buikema, Gabriele Griffin,
Irma Erlingsdóttir, Dag Balkmar).
Notes from previous General Assemblies, two questions have emerged: membership fees (which
it was agreed should not be set up now but needed to be reviewed as indicated in the RINGS
Constitution), and funding to pursue further funding applications (which require serious work).
We have had some discussions regarding the possible financing of the network. Below are a list
of options, including brief indications of advantages/drawbacks;
1) Membership subscription: difficult to get in contemporary academic culture; might be
easier if the network published a journal that subscribers would receive. Not likely that
we’ll get many subscribers.
2) Bi-annual conference with fees designed to raise funding: only possible in some
institutions; costs of conferences now quite high regarding venues etc.
3) COST action in EU: possible but requires quite a lot of work and has to coalesce around a
specific theme
4) UNESCO funding: to be investigated – again will need quite a lot of work + definite
themes
5) Finance conferences partly through national funding (might raise money for bursaries)
6) No funding – create interesting self-funding conferences that we’d like to go to + use
them to network for collaborative research proposals, edited volumes, special issues?
FUNDING POSSIBILITIES
1. UN Women:
The Fund for Gender Equality is UN Women’s grant-making mechanism dedicated
exclusively to the economic and political empowerment of women. The fund selects grantee
partners through a demand driven bi-annual call for proposals and since launching in 2009 has
delivered US$56.5 million to 96 programmes in 72 countries. The UN Trust Fund to End
Violence against Women, an inter-agency mechanism managed by UN Women on behalf of the
UN system, supports innovative and pioneering programmes aimed at preventing and responding
to all forms of violence against women and girls. Since 1996, the UN Trust Fund has awarded
US$95 million in grants to 368 initiatives in 135 countries.1
The Fund for Gender Equality (FGE) conducts a global, bi-annual grant-making cycle that aims
to award grants to programmes that seek to advance women’s economic or political
empowerment. The Fund prioritizes programmes that:

1 https://grants.unwomen.org/
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Link local implementation to national or regional commitments for policy & legal reform
Articulate a rights-based approach
Engage into strategic partnerships
Focus on engaging traditionally excluded groups of women
The Fund will also look at added-value elements such as:
Initiatives to monitor SDG implementation locally
Innovation and ICT for gender equality
Evidence-based interventions
Sustainability
Engaging men and boys
Information for next call of funding cycle will be available on their website in January 2016.
2. The Global Fund
The Global Fund works with countries to support programs of prevention, treatment and care for
AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria and to strengthen health systems2. The Global Fund allocates
funding to countries. This is because we believe that each country has the right to determine for
itself how it will respond to AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria - what we call country ownership.
Applying for funding is the responsibility of the Country Coordinating Mechanism, which is a
national committee that includes representatives of all sectors. Each eligible country will,
through its Country Coordinating Mechanism, submit requests for funding known as “concept
notes” on behalf of the country as a whole.
These are the key features of the application process:
Flexible timeline
Streamlined process
Enhanced engagement
Improved predictability
Countries can apply at any time during the three-year allocation period, which is currently
2014-2016. This helps countries to align the concept note development process with
development of national strategic plans and national budgets. The Global Fund to fight Malaria,
Tuberculosis and HIV funds a number of key areas, two of them being: Women & Girls and
Human Rights
Women & Girls
The funding model is designed to maximize investments in programs that reach women and girls
with critical services, including strengthened links with reproductive, maternal, newborn, child
and adolescent health through better access to funding processes. Using available estimates from
partners and our investment data, the Global Fund estimates that 55 to 60 percent of its spending
benefits women and girls, with a positive impact on reproductive health.
The Global Fund strongly supports efforts to address gender inequalities and strengthen
community systems that will reach women and girls. As part of reforms to boost inclusion of
women, analyzing the role of gender is now an obligatory part of the concept note process.
2 http://www.theglobalfund.org/en/fundingmodel/
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Concept notes submitted over the past year demonstrated a significant improvement in how
countries have engaged with the gender dynamics of their epidemics. Country Coordinating
Mechanisms now have guidelines for expertise on gender and for striving toward equal
representation of men and women in Global Fund-related decision making. In 2015, 39.2 percent
of CCM members in implementing countries are women, an increase from 33.9 percent in 2010.
Human Rights
With its mandate to accelerate the end of HIV, TB and malaria as epidemics, the Global Fund
included an explicit human rights objective in its 2012-2016 strategy, recognizing that more
needs to be done to promote and protect human rights. In recent years, this has led to efforts to
integrate human rights considerations throughout the grant cycle, increased investments in
programs that address human rights-related barriers to access, and increased efforts to ensure that
the Global Fund does not fund any programs that infringe human rights.3
3. UNDP
The UNDP & GEF Small grants programme was established in 1992, the year of the Rio Earth
Summit, the GEF Small Grants Programme (SGP) embodies the very essence of sustainable
development by "thinking globally acting locally". By providing financial and technical support
to projects that conserve and restore the environment while enhancing people's well-being and
livelihoods, SGP demonstrates that community action can maintain the fine balance between
human needs and environmental imperatives4.
SGP considers gender equality and empowerment to be essential elements for achieving
sustainable development and global environmental benefits. In this sense, SGP has developed a
global gender mainstreaming policy, which lays out the key features of this approach. At the
national level, gender is an integral component of the CPS, and SGP country programme teams
support all NGO and CBO partners to consider gender in designing and implementing projects.
Grant Amount
SGP grants are made directly to community-based organizations (CBOs) and non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) in recognition of the key role they play as a resource and constituency for
environment and development concerns. The maximum grant amount per project is US$50,000,
but averages around US$25,000. In this way, SGP complements the large and medium-sized
GEF project funding by providing a window for the direct participation of NGOs, local
communities, and other grassroots organizations.
Eligibility requirements5
All project proposals submitted to SGP country teams need to demonstrate:
How the proposed project proposal meets the GEF SGP criteria by articulating how
project objectives and activities would have an impact in the SGP areas of work -GEF
focal areas-. For more information on this please visit our areas of work section.
How they respond or are aligned to the targets and objectives of the SGP Country
Programme Strategy (CPS) of their country. Please visit your country page to download a
copy of the CPS or contact the NC.
Be proposed by national CBOs and NGOs.
3 https://www.theglobalfund.org/en/humanrights/
4 https://sgp.undp.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=98&Itemid=156#.VjN8VfmrTIU
5 https://sgp.undp.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=94&Itemid=160#.VjN9gvmrTIU
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Partners include government, civil society organisations, private sector and Academia.
4. Open Society Foundation
The Open Society Foundations award grants, scholarships, and fellowships throughout the
year. Can apply for grants as individuals or organisations. The Open Society Foundations work
to build vibrant and tolerant societies whose governments are accountable and open to the
participation of all people. Over the last 30 years, the Open Society Foundations had
expenditures of more than $10 billion. Much of this spending has been directed at specific
priority issues and regions for the Open Society Foundations. The Open Society Foundations
fund a range of programs around the world, from public health to education to business
development6.
5. EU
The Commission makes direct financial contributions in the form of grants in support of projects
or organisations which further the interests of the EU or contribute to the implementation of an
EU programme or policy. Interested parties can apply by responding to calls for proposals7.
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT
The EU combines different types of support to countries in need. It provides funding in the form
of grants to support projects and organisations furthering its development objectives. It also
offers public contracts and provides budget and sector support8.
How to apply: http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/funding/about-grants/how-apply-grant_en
6. NWO Research and PPP
With thematic programmes, NWO funds scientific research that contributes to solutions to social,
economic and cultural issues. With these programmes, NWO also directly contributes to the
sharing and use of scientific knowledge. NWO also applies a focused knowledge utilisation
policy that supports the necessary interaction and cooperation between scientists and
stakeholders in society, including businesses9.
Internationalisation of themes
Besides linking national agendas, NWO is active in the international area. Many societal
challenges are transnational or even global and cannot be resolved solely within the Netherlands.
In order to strengthen the alignment with international developments, NWO seeks to have an
international component in all of the thematic programmes. NWO does this in collaboration with
research councils in countries with areas of expertise that are relevant to the Netherlands.
Research councils like NWO also collaborate internationally. For research programming, the
coordination and consolidation of strengths take place at an international level, such as the
realisation of large infrastructures and the efforts with respect to social challenges. NWO's
international policy focuses mainly on research areas in which the Netherlands is a strong
contributor internationally or in which scientific strengths elsewhere have a lot to offer to the
Netherlands10.

6 https://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/about
7 http://ec.europa.eu/contracts_grants/grants_en.htm
8http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/about-funding_en
9 http://www.nwo.nl/en/about-nwo/key+areas/thematic+research+and+ppp
10 http://www.nwo.nl/en/about-nwo/key+areas/international+collaboration
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5.3.2. For discussion
For Discussion #1: currently Clause 14.1 reads
“14.1. The Executive Committee consists of three to seven people drawn from three
to
seven institutions, though it also retains its authority if there are less than three
people/institutions on the board; in that case the Executive Committee is required to
call a General Assembly to fill the vacated positions within two months after its number
drops below three.”
Discussion on whether this should be revised, and if so, how. General support that this is made
more fluid. It was noted that continuity has been especially important in the early stages of
establishing RINGS.
Decision: make a small change, the relevant clause will be reworded as a proposal(s) for next
year’s meeting, to make it more fluid. Suggestions: “re-elect on a yearly basis? instead of 'not
more than once'”, “delete the ‘no more than once'”
Agreement to revisit this issue next year.
Appendix B
RINGS members as of 24 September 2021 are as follows (new members are in red):
Australia
Australian National University, Gender Institute
Monash University, Centre for Women's Studies & Gender Research
University of Adelaide, Fay Gale Centre for Research on Gender
Austria
University of Vienna, Gender Research Office
Department of Gender Studies, CEU PU, Austria
Belgium
University of Antwerp, EGERA project, Research Group Citizenship, Equality & Diversity
and Policy Research Centre on Equality Policies
The Centre for Research on Culture and Gender in Ghent
Brazil
Centro de Estudos de Gênero PAGU/Universidade Estadual de Campinas
Canada
University of Toronto, Collaborative Graduate Program in Women's Health
Czech Republic
Czech Academy of Sciences, Institute of Sociology, Centre for Gender & Science
Czech Academy of Sciences, Institute of Sociology, Gender and Sociology
Masaryk University, Gender Division of the Sociology Department
Denmark
Aalborg University, FREIA - Center for Gender Research
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Aalborg University, CeMAS - Centre for Masculinity Studies
Estonia
Tallinn University, Centre for Gender Studies at the Institute of International and Social
Studies
Finland
Hanken School of Economics, Jyväskylä University, GODESS (Gender, Organisation,
Diversity, Equality, Social Sustainability) Institute (in collaboration with KTH, Sweden)
Germany
Ruhr University Bochum, Chair of Sociology/Social Inequality and Gender
Technical University of Munich, Gender Studies in Science and Engineering
Humboldt University Berlin, Centre for Transdisciplinary Gender Studies
University of Paderborn, Center for Gender Studies
Goethe University Frankfurt, Cornelia Goethe Center for Women’s and Gender Studies
Tübingen University, The Center for Gender and Diversity Research (ZGD)
Freie Universität Berlin, Margherita von Brentano Center for Gender Studies
Göttingen University, Göttinger Centrums für Geschlechterforschung (GCG)
European University Viadrina, German-Polish Cultural- and Literary Relations and Gender
Studies, Faculty of Social and Cultural Sciences
Center of Excellence Women and Science CEWS, GESIS-department Monitoring Society and
Social Change, Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences in Cologne /observer status/
Hungary
University of Szeged, Institute of English and American Studies, TNT, Gender Studies
Research Group
Iceland
University of Iceland, EDDA-Center of Exellence and RIKK
India
Delhi University, St. Stephen's College, Department of English
Italy
University of Milan, Center for Gender and Equality in Research and Science
University of Trento, Department of Sociology and Social Research, Center for
Interdisciplinary Gender Studies
Jamaica
University of the West Indies, Mona Campus, Institute for Gender and Development Studies
Kazakhstan
Kazakh National University, Gender History and Social Policy
Lebanon
Lebanese American University, Gender History and Social Policy
Mexico
Universidad Veracruzana, Gender Research Center (CEGUV)
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Netherlands
Utrecht University, Graduate Gender Programme/Netherlands Research School of Gender
Studies
Radboud University, Gender & Power in Politics and Management
Norway
University of Bergen, Centre for Women’s and Gender Research (SKOK)
University of Oslo, Centre for Gender Research (STK)
Norwegian University of Science and Technology (Trondheim), Center for Gender Research
KILDEN (genderresearch.no) /observer status/
Poland
University of Lodz, Women’s Studies Centre
European University Viadrina (Germany), German-Polish Cultural- and Literary Relations
and Gender Studies, Faculty of Social and Cultural Sciences
Portugal
University of Lisbon, Centre for Interdisciplinary Gender Studies (CIEG)
Romania
University of Bucharest, gender division of the sociology department/GS Journal
Russian Federation
Ivanovo Center for Gender Studies
South Africa
University of South Africa, Institute for Gender Studies; Institute for Social and Health
Sciences, Violence, Injury and Peace Research Unit; South African Medical Research
Council, Masculinity and Health Research Unit
University of the Western Cape, Department of Women's and Gender Studies
University of Cape Town, The Hub for Decolonial Feminist Psychologies in Africa
University of Witwatersrand, Wits Centre for Diversity Studies
University of KwaZulu-Natal, Gender and Childhood Sexuality
Stellenbosch University, SARChI Chair in Gender Politics Research Cohort
Spain
University of Granada, Instituto Universitario de Estudios de las Mujeres y de Género
Sweden
Örebro University, Centre for Feminist Social Studies
Karlstad University, Centre for Gender Studies
Linköping University, Unit of Gender Studies, Tema Genus / Unit of Gender Studies
Umeå University, Center for Gender Studies
University of Gothenburg, Center for interdisciplinary Gender Research (GIG)
Mid Sweden University, Forum for Gender Studies (FGV)
Uppsala University, Center for Gender Research
GODESS (Gender, Organisation, Diversity, Equality, Social Sustainability) Institute (in
collaboration with Hanken School of Economics, Jyväskylä University, Finland)
Gothenburg University, Gender Studies, Department for Cultural Sciences
Switzerland
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University of Basel, Centre for Gender Studies
University of Bern, Interdisciplinary Center for Gender Studies
Swiss Association for Gender Studies (SAGS)
University of Zurich, Gender Studies Program
Tunisia
University of Tunis, Gender Studies
Turkey
ICSM (Initiative for Critical Studies of Masculinities) Gender
Equality Unit of Ozyegin University /observer status/
Uganda
Makerere University, School of Women and Gender Studies
United Kingdom
University of Warwick, Centre for the Study of Women and Gender
In 2021, a huge thanks goes to Beth Gum, as she reviewed the membership of all RINGS
members. The contact email addresses were reviewed and the Members section of the website
was updated so that it currently includes links to websites of the respective members.
Unfortunately, the membership remains North-centric and as a network, we need to actively
identify and approach members from other settings.
Finally, I would like to thank everyone for their support and collaboration. Sadly, due to
serious health and family reasons, I will not be able to continue as the Membership Secretary
in the upcoming period. Should the circumstances change, I will be happy to take part in the
Exec in this or another role. Once a new MS is elected, I will be happy to collaborate with
her/him on updating the website as needed (and possible).
The website was updated not just in terms of switching all members´ institutional names into
addresses but also to contain more complete information than before. Any suggestions
regarding the website are welcome although the possibilities for modifications are limited by
its very setting. In 2021, we discussed the possibility of migrating the website to another
platform but it was decided such a move would be postponed for now.
The following members applied for membership and were added to the network:
Austria (University of Vienna, Gender Research
Office
South Africa
Stellenbosch University, SARChI Chair in Gender Politics Research Cohort
Turkey
ICSM (Initiative for Critical Studies of Masculinities)
The following potential members approached RINGS but their full details are needed to
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process their applications:
Germany
Essener Kolleg für Geschlechterforschung (EKfG), Universität
Duisburg-Essen (Dr. Maren A. Jochimsen - maren.a.jochimsen@unidue.de)
Chair of sociology of gender relations at TU Dortmund (dr. Mona Motakef mona.motakef@tu- dortmund.de)
Turkey
Kadir Has University (KHAS) (Prof. Dilek Cindoğlu - dilek.cindoglu@khas.edu.tr)
Appendix C
CONSTITUTION: RINGS – The International Research Association of Institutions of
Advanced Gender Studies

Name
1. The name of the association is: RINGS – The International Research Association of
Institutions of Advanced Gender Studies.

Registered office
2. The association is to be located at the Institute of Thematic Gender Studies, Karlstad,
Linköping and Örebro Universities
Duration
3. The duration has been entered into for an unspecified period of time.
Purpose
4. The purpose of this association is:
a. to promote advanced, critical, transformative, self-reflexive gender1 and feminist research;
b. to advance excellence in disciplinary/transdisciplinary gender and feminist research
c. to promote transnational research collaboration between member institutions in advanced
Gender Studies and related studies;
d. to create virtual and physical meeting places for different generations of gender scholars
Actions
5. The association will seek to fulfill its purpose through:
a. building an effective network for taking gender and related inequalities and discrimination
more seriously in research;
b. developing effective strategies for developing such research;
c.critical self-reflection;
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d. inviting dialogue with political institutions;
e. systematically organizing knowledge, know-how and an inventory of funding options for
joint projects, and research collaborations;
f. promoting researchers’ mobility, and organizing a programme for exchanging scholars
between member institutions;
g. providing a platform for promoting and supporting educational activities. Such plans need
not to activate the network as a whole, but could be arranged in smaller constellations, after
agreement between individual member institutions.
h. promoting networking with other relevant associations.
Budget
6. The budget of the association consists of:
a. contributions by member institutions (subject to discussion by the Executive Committee
First, or Discussion #1: currently Clause 14.1 reads
“14.1. The Executive Committee consists of three to seven people drawn from
three to seven institutions, though it also retains its authority if there are less than
three people/institutions on the board; in that case the Executive Committee is
required to call a General Assembly to fill the vacated positions within two months
after its number drops below three.”
There are currently more than 7 people. Currently 10 institutions are represented. If the
members increase, then it could be even higher than 7 to account for growth. This would
allow for a more capacious exec committee. Another suggestion is to formulate as “consists
of three or more people drawn for three or more institutions". This could be changed in the
constitution next year. Omit the number of have a different number (3 or more people?). The
number also depends on the number of RINGS members.
Decision: 3 or more people, leave the maximum open (the constitution will be redrafted for
the next meeting): “consists of three or more people drawn for three or more institutions”
Proposal 1: to change

"14.1. The Executive Committee consists of three or more people drawn from three to seven
institutions, though it also retains its authority if there are less than three people/institutions on
the board; in that case the Executive Committee is required to call a General Assembly to fill the
vacated positions within two months after its number drops below three."

to

"14.1. The Executive Committee consists of three or more people drawn from three or more
institutions, though it also retains its authority if there are less than three people/institutions on
the board; in that case the Executive Committee is required to call a General Assembly to fill the
vacated positions within two months after its number drops below three."
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Second,
Decision: vote on a draft at the next GA
For Discussion #2: on whether and if so current Clause 16.1 should be revised. It reads:
“16.1. The General Assembly appoints Executive Committee members for three
years; after that period Executive Committee members are immediately eligible for
re- election, but no more than once.”
Discussion on whether this should be revised, and if so, how. General support that this is
made more fluid. It was noted that continuity has been especially important in the early
stages of establishing RINGS.
Decision: make a small change, the relevant clause will be reworded as a proposal(s) for
next year’s meeting, to make it more fluid. Suggestions: “re-elect on a yearly basis? instead
of
'not
more
than
once'”,
“delete
the
‘no
more
than
once'”

Proposal 2: to change

"16.1. The General Assembly appoints Executive Committee members for three years; after that
period Executive Committee members are immediately eligible for re-election, but no more than
once."
to
"16.1. The General Assembly appoints Executive Committee members for three years; after that
period Executive Committee members are immediately eligible for re-election on a yearly
basis."

1

Gender in this context is intended to have an expansive inclusive meaning across many fields.
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concerning capacity to contribute);
b. funding from a range of government and non-government agencies approved by the
Executive Committee
c. income from capital or property;
d. proceeds of events organized by the association;
e. subsidies, gifts, testamentary disposition, and legacies;
f. other benefits.
Calendar and Language
7.1 The association year runs from January first up to and including December thirty-first.
7.2 The working language of the association is English. However, in official documents, the
title and aims should be presented in several languages where possible.
Membership
8.1. The association shall only have institutional members, not individual members.
8.2. For hereafter “members” means “institutional members”.
8.3. The Executive Committee can establish additional conditions for membership through the
association’s by-laws.
8.4. Membership is not limited to any location or nationality, as long as affinity with the
association’s purpose is demonstrable.
8.5 Institutions or similar units applying for membership should normally fulfil one or more
of the following criteria in relation to Gender Studies and related studies:
- Host a visiting scholars programme at postdoctoral level, or comparable advanced research
level;
- Offer a masters and/or doctoral programme in Gender Studies or related studies;
- Have a professorship, or similar research leader, specifically entitled in Gender Studies or
related studies;
- Have an official ‘centre of excellence’ or equivalent status granted by, for instance, the
university or funding agencies;
- Conduct excellent research in the field of gender scholarship.
8.6 Other criteria can be used by the Executive Committee on the basis of specific contexts
and the availability of resources, specifically RINGS strongly encourages institutional
membership from under-represented regions, including where groups and centres are in the
process of development, so that those working with emerging teams/groups/units can apply.
In addition, existing member institutions under threat should continue their membership.
8.7 Institutions may also be non-voting observer members.
Membership application
9.1. Application for membership is by written application to the membership secretary.
9.2. The Executive Committee decides on membership.
9.3. Should the Executive Committee decide not to admit an applicant, it is required to
provide the applicant with a written decision including the reasons for its rejection normally
within four weeks.
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9.4. In the case of non-admission by the Executive Committee, the General Assembly can still
decide to admit the applicant by a majority.
Membership duties
10.1. Members are required to pay yearly membership contributions, which can vary by world
region, as determined by the General Assembly.
10.2. Contributions are due at the start of the association year. Contributions are nonrefundable, including in cases of cancelling of membership during the year.
10.3. The contributions of those members not joining at the beginning of the year are pro-rata.
Termination and resignation of membership
11.1. Membership expires in each of the following cases:
a. resignation by the member;
b. termination by the Executive Committee in the association’s name;
c. termination by the General Assembly;
d. dissolution of the institutional member;
e. The institutional member no longer exists.
11.2. Should a member wish to resign membership, this should be done in writing no less than
four weeks before the end of the association year.
11.3. Membership can be terminated by the Executive Committee for reasons such as if a
member does not pay determined contributions, if any other commitments to the association
are not met, or if the association does not choose to extend the membership for other relevant
reason.
11.4.. Termination of membership in the name of the association is performed by the
Executive Committee; the Executive Committee is required to inform the member in writing,
including the reasons for expulsion.
11.5.. The member can appeal against termination of membership by the Executive
Committee through the General Assembly.
11.6. The General Assembly can decide by a two-thirds vote to terminate a membership; it
can only do so if the member in question is acting in defiance of the association’s statutes, bylaws, or decisions, or if the member is unreasonably disadvantaging the association.
11.7. Immediately after its decision has been made, the General Assembly is required to
inform the member in writing, including the reason for termination.
Suspension of membership
12.1. The Executive Committee can temporarily suspend a member for a duration of up to
three months; the Executive Committee is required to inform the member in writing,
including the reasons for the suspension.
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12.2. While suspended, members cannot benefit from membership privileges, but are still
required to pay contributions.
12.3. The member can appeal against the suspension by the Executive Committee through the
General Assembly.
Appeals by members
13.1. A terminated or suspended member can appeal against termination or suspension
respectively with the General Assembly within four weeks.
13.2. The General Assembly is required to inform the appealing member of its decision in
writing and within four weeks.
Executive Committee
14.1. The Executive Committee consists of three or more people drawn from three to seven
institutions, though it also retains its authority if there are less than three people/institutions on
the board; in that case the Executive Committee is required to call a General Assembly to fill
the vacated positions within two months after its number drops below three.
14.2. The General Assembly chooses the Executive Committee from the association’s
members.
14.3. The General Assembly appoints, normally for two years, the chairperson(s),
secretary(ies), treasurer(s) and membership(s) secretary from the Executive Committee; these
positions are required to be filled by different members, though they may be filled by more
than one individual from those members; the General Assembly is also allowed to appoint a
vice-chairperson, vice-secretary, or a vice-treasurer to replace or assist the appointed
chairperson, secretary, or treasurer.
14.4. The chairperson, secretary, and treasurer are required to be of age.
14.5. The Executive Committee or a group of at least two members can nominate candidates;
candidates should provide written confirmation of candidacy.
14.6. Nominations not originating from the Executive Committee should, along with the
candidate’s written confirmation of candidacy, be submitted to the secretary of the Executive
Committee at least one week before the General Assembly.
14.7 The membership of the Executive Committee should regularly rotate among the member
institutions, with attention paid to the diversity of institutional representation, for example, in
terms of structures of inequality and discrimination.
14.8 The General Assembly may appoint up to one year in advance, chairperson(s)-elect,
secretary/ies-elect, treasurer(s)-elect and membership secretary/ies-elect. It is also possible to
appoint one co-position-elect, so that that person succeeds one of the co-holders, and the other
co-holder continues.
Executive Committee: suspension and termination
15.1. The General Assembly can suspend or terminate Executive Committee members.
15.2. If suspension is not followed by termination within three months, the Executive
Committee member is reinstated.
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15.3. Any decision to suspend or terminate Executive Committee members has to be made
with a majority of at least two-thirds of the present or represented members at the General
Assembly.
Executive Committee: term of office
16.1. The General Assembly appoints Executive Committee members for three years; after
that period Executive Committee members are immediately eligible for re-election, but no
more than once.
16.2. Executive Committee membership ends when:
a. the General Assembly terminates it;
b. membership to the association is terminated;
c. the Executive Committee member resigns; on resignation, the Executive Committee
member is required to give at least twenty-eight days' notice.
16.3. Should Executive Committee membership end due to the passing of the three-year term
without the appointment of a successor, the Executive Committee member remains on the
board until the General Assembly has appointed a successor or decided that a successor is no
longer necessary, unless the Executive Committee member is no longer reasonably able to fill
the position.
Executive Committee: meetings and decision-making
17.1. The Executive Committee meets as often as the chairperson or at least two other
Executive Committee members deem necessary, but at least once two times a year. Such
meetings may be ‘virtual’ rather than face-to-face.
17.2. Executive Committee meetings are announced at least 10 days beforehand, and normally
a month in advance.
17.3. The Executive Committee can only make decisions when at least two-thirds of its
members are present or represented.
17.4. Decisions shall be taken with the simple majority of members present.
17.5. In the event of a tied vote the chairperson reopens the discussion; should the vote tie
again, the chairperson has the casting vote.
Executive Committee: limited powers
18.1. Without approval by the General Assembly the Executive Committee is not allowed to
make decisions that bind the association or have a greater financial stake than €10,000.00.
18.2. Without approval by the General Assembly, the Executive Committee is not allowed to
enter into agreements concerning the buying, transfer or encumberment of real estate, to enter
into agreements in which the association commits itself to stand surety or severally co-debtor,
makes out a cause for a third party or commits itself to standing surety for the debts of a third
party. Only the association itself can invoke the lack of approval by the General Assembly.
Tasks of the chairperson, secretary, treasurer, and membership secretary
19.1. The chairperson is responsible for:
- supervising the upholding of the association’s statutes and by-laws, and the performing of
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the association’s decisions;
- chairing the meetings of both the Executive Committee and the General Assembly.
19.2. The secretary is responsible for:
- (delegating the) note-keeping of all meetings;
- (delegating) all of the association’s correspondence;
- (delegating the) writing of the association’s annual report;
- (delegating the) management of the association’s archives.
19.3. The treasurer is responsible for:
- (delegating the) management of the association’s funds and keeping its financial books;
- (delegating the) collection of receivables and payment of the association’s debts;
- (delegating the) writing of the annual financial report;
- (delegating the) writing of the annual budget.
19.4. The membership secretary is responsible for:
- (delegating the) membership applications and the list of members.
19.5. The Executive Committee should ensure the General Assembly can always be informed
about the association’s financial situation and commitments.
Representation
20.1. The association can also be represented by, apart from the entire Executive Committee,
two Executive Committee members acting in concert, as long as at least one of them is the
chairperson, secretary, or treasurer.
20.2. The Executive Committee can grant one or more Executive Committee members a full
or partial authorization to represent the association; such an authorization is to be provided in
writing. The Executive Committee is required to disclose to third parties any full
authorization through publication in the register of the Chamber of Commerce where this
association has been registered.
20.3. A member can grant another member the authority to represent her/him at a General
Assembly and speak or vote on her/his behalf; such authorization is to be provided in writing;
a member can only represent one other member.
Convening the General Assembly
21.1. The Executive Committee convenes the General Assembly as often as it deems
necessary, but at least once a year.
21.2. The letter of invitation to a General Assembly meeting is normally sent or handed out at
least six months before the date of the meeting, and in emergency at least six weeks in
advance of the date of the meeting.
21.3. Any member has the right to put issues on the agenda of the General Assembly; issues
can only be included when they are submitted in writing to the secretary at least ten days
before the meeting; the secretary is required to distribute these submitted issues in writing to
all members at least seven days before the meeting.
21.4. The chairperson and secretary act as chairperson and secretary of the General Assembly;
if the chairperson or secretary is absent, another Executive Committee member will act as
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chairperson or secretary; if no replacement is thus found, the General Assembly provides such
itself.
21.5. A General Assembly can also be convened by the Executive Committee if at least a
tenth of the members demand it; these members need to do so in writing, also providing their
reason for calling a meeting; the Executive Committee is required to convene that General
Assembly within twenty-eight days; if the Executive Committee has not done so within this
time, the members themselves can convene a meeting in the way described in this article or
through an announcement in at least one website that is well-frequented by members or
through a well-known mailing list or otherwise appropriate online channel; in that case the
General Assembly itself will provide for chairing and taking notes of the meeting
21.6. Only members are allowed to be present at the General Assembly, unless the General
Assembly decides to invite certain non-members.
Voting rights and quorum during General Assembly
22.1. Only members have the right to vote.
Each (institutional) member has no more than two formal representatives at the General
Assembly, including representation via skype or other electronic media, and only one of these
who can vote on behalf of their member institution. Other persons from each institution can
be in attendance.
22.2. Unless the statutes stipulate otherwise, the General Assembly takes its decisions with a
majority vote.
22.3. The General Assembly can only make decisions when at least a quarter and a minimum
six of the members are present or represented.
22.4. If the required number of members is not present or represented at a General Assembly,
a new meeting can be convened at least fourteen but at most twenty-eight days afterwards, at
that meeting – regardless of the number of present or represented members— decisions can be
made on the same agenda issues as the previous meeting with a majority of at least two-thirds
of the votes.
22.5. Votes on persons have to be made in writing, but when none of the members objects, the
General Assembly can also make its decision by acclamation.
22.6. If votes on persons not dealing with elections are tied, a revote is called; if votes tie
again, the motion is rejected.
22.7. In elections any votes on persons should be made by an absolute majority; should none
of the candidates reach a majority, a revote is held between those persons with the highest
number of votes, taking care that there is at least one more candidate on the ballot than there
are vacancies; this revote is decided by the majority of votes.
22.8. Votes on business are made by a show of hands, unless the Executive Committee or the
General Assembly decides on a written vote.
22.9. In the event that votes on business tie the motion is rejected.
22.10. Blank and invalid votes do not count.
22.11. All written votes should be held with unsigned, closed notes.
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Standing orders
23.1. The Executive Committee can make by-laws, which need to be confirmed by the
General Assembly.
23.2. By-laws can be changed through decisions of the General Assembly.
23.3. In exception to article 25.2., the General Assembly decides on approval of/changes to
the by-laws through a theretofore called General Assembly in which at least a tenth of the
members is present or represented, and with a majority of at least two-thirds of the vote.
Article 25 applies in all other situations.
23.4. By-laws must not contravene the law or the association’s statutes.
Conferences
24.1. The association will organize an international (academic) conference at least every three
years.
24.2. Further regulations concerning the triennial conference can be set out in the by-laws.
Annual accounts
25.1. Annual meetings will be held within six months of the expiration of the association year.
25.2. The agenda for the Annual meetings should include the following items:
a. the annual accounts;
b. the report of the Auditing Committee and the appointment of a new Auditing Committee;
c. the provision of any vacancies;
d. the determination of the annual contribution.
25.3. The annual accounts should include: the annual report of the Executive Committee, a
financial balance sheet, an overview of income and expenses, a membership listing, as well as
comments on these items.
25.4. During the annual meeting, the treasurer should provide accountability for her/his
financial administration.
25.5. Before approving the annual accounts, the General Assembly can decide to have an
accountant or other specialist check the accounts.
Budget
26.1. Within three months of the expiration of the year of accounts the Executive Committee
sets a budget for the coming calendar year and distributes it among the members; this budget
should be accompanied by comments and explanations.
26.2. The General Assembly is required to confirm the budget set by the Executive
Committee before the end of the association year.
Committees and working groups
27.1. Both the General Assembly and the Executive Committee may initiate committees or
working groups.
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27.2. The General Assembly annually appoints an Auditing Committee of three members
without seats on the Executive Committee to study the financial accountability of the
Executive Committee; this auditing committee reports its findings to the General Assembly.
Donors to the association
28. Donors to the association are persons or institutions that have declared themselves willing
to contribute to the association.
Dissolution and amendment to the statutes
29.1. The General Assembly can decide to amend the statutes or dissolve the association; such
a decision can only be made in a theretofore called General Assembly in which at least two
thirds of the members are present or represented, and a majority vote of at least two-thirds is
in favour of amendment or dissolution.
29.2. Should the quorum mentioned in article 32.1 not be present or represented, the
Executive Committee can convene a General Assembly in the above-mentioned manner, to be
held at least fourteen but at most twenty-eight days after the first meeting; in that second
meeting said decision can only be made through a majority vote, irrespective of the number of
members present or represented.
29.3. A meeting as designated in article 32.1 should be convened by the Executive Committee
at least twenty days beforehand, informing the members that an amendment to the statutes or
dissolution of the association is on the agenda.
29.4. The Executive Committee should disseminate the proposed amendment to the statutes to
the members at least fourteen days before the meeting or make the amendment available for
inspection by members, until the end of the day of the meeting.
Liquidation of the association’s assets
30.1. After the decision has been made to dissolve the association, the Executive Committee
is appointed liquidator of the association’s assets, unless the General Assembly decides to
appoint another body.
30.2. Any remaining financial assets should be allocated by the General Assembly in
accordance with the purpose of the association.
30.3. After liquidation, the annual accounts and other documents will be kept for at least
seven years in the care of the person appointed to do so by the General Assembly.
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Appendix D
The International Research Association of Institutions of Advanced Gender Studies
RINGS has been alerted to the arrest and detention of Ahmed Samir Santawy, a student at
Central European University Vienna/Budapest. He was arrested in Cairo on 1 February
2021 and subsequently charged with belonging to a terrorist organization and spreading
false news on social media. He is currently in detention without a hearing and has no access
to legal representation.
As RINGS, we deplore his detention, and add our support to the call for the student’s right to
a fair hearing and for access to legal counsel. RINGS condemns this denial of the student’s
right to a fair hearing and calls on the Egyptian authorities to grant Ahmed immediate access
to legal counsel and to his family. RINGS further call on them to resolve the matter as quickly
as possible so that Ahmed can complete his master’s degree in Vienna.
Further information on this case is available on: https://www.ceu.edu/article/2021-0218/ignatieff-calls-international-effort-ensure- release-ahmed-samir-santawy
Sincerely,

Deevia Bhana, Professor & South African Research Chair in Gender and Childhood
Sexuality, University of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa; and Dr. Annette von Alemann,
Professor of Sociology with a focus on Social Inequality and Gender Research, University of
Duisburg-Essen, Germany
Co-chairs, on behalf of RINGS: the International Research Association of Institutions of
Advanced Gender Studies (over 60 institutional members worldwide)
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Appendix E
Gender Studies and Gender Equality – some insights into struggles and developments
around the world from the 2020 RINGS mini-conference
The 7th annual meeting of RINGS (The International Research Association of Institutions of
Advanced Gender Studies) showed important local differences, but also common
developments concerning gender equality, diversity and gender studies in different countries
across the world. Increased polarization becomes visible in the resistance to gender equality
and gender studies on the one hand, and in legal achievements and the increased demand for
gender theoretical knowledge in the media and by students on the other hand.
The 2020 annual RINGS meeting took place online and was hosted by the University of
Western Cape, South Africa. Member institutions from Australia, Belgium, the Czech
Republic, Estonia, Finland, Germany, Hungary, India, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway,
Portugal, Romania, South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland and Turkey participated and shared,
what is going on in their countries concerning gender equality, diversity and gender studies.
This blog entry summarizes some striking developments based on the provided country
reports, which give insights in current, sometimes quite vehement, social struggles about
gender relations: struggles about laws and conventions, in politics, academia, civil society and
through providing or limiting funds.
Attacks on gender studies, sex education, sexual and reproductive health rights
Anti-feminist and anti-genderist attacks are happening in many countries and they usually
focus on the same issues: They try to strengthen conservative patriarchal, heterosexual family
roles and binary gender norms, attack women’s and minority rights and fight sex education
and sexual and reproductive health rights, especially abortion and birth giving rights.
To mention just a few striking developments: South Africa has seen a surge of antiprogressive “pro-family” campaigning. The U.S. based “Family Watch International” are
organizing a global counter-movement to sex education and sexual and reproductive health
rights, ironically ‘disqualifying’ them as neo-colonial Western agendas. The Covid-19
pandemic was used to limit abortion rights in Italy and to limit women’s right to decide about
one´s birth-giving in the Czech Republic.
Estonia and Romania have had a troubling rise of far-right parties, which oppose gender
equality, gender studies, women’s and minority rights. In Estonia, legal changes are proposed
to restrict minority rights, like marriage equality.
The European Commission is acting against these tendencies and started infringement
proceedings against Estonia for failing to criminalise hate speech. The commission also
proposed increasing the number of shelters for victims of domestic violence in the Czech
Republic, but the government keeps ignoring the proposed measures. Not acting here, is also a
way of acting politically.
Similarly, Hungary is not acting on the European Court’s decision that banning Gender
Studies in 2018 was unconstitutional. The Romanian parliamentary initiative to forbid any
kind of education about gender, including Gender Studies, has been considered as notconstitutional by the Supreme Court in December 2020, but the right-wing Alliance for the
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Unity of Romanians (AUR) entered parliament during the last elections in the same month, so
tensions will probably remain and increase.
Turkey has seen a shift from more to less gender equality. Since the AKP rule in 2000 there
have first been improvements for gender equality concerning equal pay, equal treatment,
gender equality in the constitution and woman’s human rights in the penal code. However,
there was a turning point around 2010. An important indicator for the shift was Erdogan’s
public statement that he did not believe in equality between men and women, but rather in
gender justice as complementarity of sex roles. Since then, conservative family-centred
policies have been introduced, feminist organisations have been excluded from policy-making
processes, there is an increasing critique of the ‘gender ideology’ and the LGBTI+ community
has been particularly targeted and vilified.
In the Netherlands and in Belgium alt-right movements argue with homonationalism and
sexual nationalism, while holding on to the gender binary.
More gender equality and diversity
At the same time, and as part of current polarizing tendencies, advances toward more gender
equality and recognition of diversity have been achieved. To mention just a few: In the
Netherlands sex markers will be removed from identity cards by 2025 and a tool kit has been
developed to help municipalities and companies to address questions related to (eliminating)
sex registration. Germany introduced ‘diverse’ as third sex-option and in Belgium the
constitutional court imposed on the government to do one of the two: introduction of a third
sex-option or eliminating sex registration.
The Netherlands has also made some advances in anti-discrimination laws and shows
willingness to respond to the Black-Lives-Matter movement. The removal of colonial
monuments and street names are on the national agenda and research on the history of
slavery, and on colonial roots of their architecture and their wealth are pursued. In Norway,
the Black-Lives-Matter movement and decolonialization have been discussed more than
feminism in 2020.
Germany implemented an extensive new National Gender Equality Strategy and new diversity
laws in higher education. Many universities approved new documents and policies against
harassment in academia. Probably because of the #metoo movement, it has been easier to
implement these policies.
Italy installed new laws and governmental groups to assure the implementation of gender
equality in all sectors and regions and senators presented a draft law to introduce mandatory
gender budgeting for local authorities, to confront income inequality of 59%. The so-called
Zan-bill, against homo-transphobia and discrimination based on disability, is currently
discussed and Italian citizens now receive hormonal therapies without any cost for medical
transition.
The Swiss electorate approved to ban discrimination based on sexual orientation and the
implementation of a 10-day paternity leave in 2020, and the parliament approved marriage
equality (although with restrictions).
Public imaginary of gender equality
Changes toward more gender equality are happening in the representation of women in
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government and the public imaginary more broadly. In Belgium the new coalitional federal
government reflects political and ethnic diversity and gender parity, women are holding
policy competences such as defence and the interior, and the prime minister is female for the
first time. In Finland, the centre-left government coalition is led by five young women and has
been among the most successful in confronting the Covid-19 pandemic.
In Switzerland, the late implementation of women’s suffrage in 1971 and the importance of
collective memories is currently widely discussed due to the 50 year ‘anniversary’ of
women’s suffrage in 2021.
Activism and coalitions work
Many countries report successful resistance and activism to antifeminist and antigenderist
attacks. While the government of the Czech Republic withdrew the ratification of the Istanbul
Convention and the Czech Women´s Lobby decided to stop lobbying for the ratification, such
a retreat from the Istanbul Convention has been prevented in Turkey due to strong opposition
from feminist movements. In Italy, attempts to limit abortion rights with a motion for life was
prevented with public protests. The rise of the far right and their political activities have
mobilised the left and led to new, also unexpected coalitions in Estonia, for example
concerning marriage equality.
In the Czech Republic online-feminist activism seems to be booming and many openly
question gender inequalities. In Romania the women’s movement, the coalition for gender
equality and the network for preventing domestic violence on women are active and culturally
gender sensitive projects have been more visible.
Struggles in university politics – on gender mainstreaming and budgets
In university politics, Sweden has seen a backlash concerning the percentage of female
professors: fewer women are appointed in most areas. This shows how we cannot take
improvements for granted and how important it is to continue gender equality efforts.
Belgium has seen a shift from gender to diversity policies. However, budgets are not
increased to cover the increased work load. Similar developments are taking place in
Switzerland.
In Australia, political struggles seem to take place more through granting and withholding
funding. A recent legislative reform attempts to discourage students from studying social
sciences and humanities by increasing their fees by up to 123% with the goal to redirect them
to STEM subjects instead. This of course results in difficulties for gender studies to attract
students.
In India, little funding has been granted for gender studies projects and for social sciences in
general. A lot of micro-studies are performed, because the government does not provide data
on phenomena such as migration. A further worry is that the country is moving towards
privatization of education under pressure from the World Bank.
Responses to anti-genderism
In Austria, Germany and Switzerland, gender research is promoted each December since 2017
with the #4GenderStudies by sharing statements, articles and research results publicly.
In Romania the local and international academic community and civil society responded
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strongly to the efforts of prohibiting gender studies. One tool was a voluntary evaluation of
gender studies programs.
In Sweden the Gender Mainstreaming duty of universities, the Gender Equality Authority and
Gender Studies were recently attacked in a crowd-sourced book Genusdoktrinen (Gender
doctrine) by a male high-profile journalist of one of the largest dailies. Universities are taking
various measures to monitor and counteract this kind of activity.
Demand for gender knowledge
Siding these attacks on gender studies, gender equality and diversity, an increase of media
requests on these topics is noticeable in many countries. Gender issues are a much-discussed
topic. This also shows in the increased interest by students in gender studies. In the
Netherlands, the Hub for Gender and Diversity, based at Utrecht University, has become an
important link and mediator between national policies and academic work, which has gained
national and international attention.
The country reports show how struggles about gender are taking place all over the world, with
different local specifies, in the context of neoliberalism and authoritarian right-wing
populism. Whether or not we will manage to continue and advance emancipatory
developments will – at least partly – be up to us.
Anika Thym is RINGS contact person for the Swiss Association for Gender Studies (SAGS)
and doctoral researcher in Gender Studies at the University of Basel.
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Appendix F
RINGS Conference and Annual Meeting
Forging New Solidarities: Networks of (Academic) Activism and Precarity
Budapest, October 25-26, 2021
On-site and on-line conference
RINGS General Assembly is planned for October 27, 2021
Call for Papers
In the current situation of unprecedented global crisis caused by the Covid-19 pandemic, which
occurred at a moment full of contradictions and challenges for all, but in particular for women
and for marginalized groups across the globe, the annual 2021 RINGS conference focuses upon
the question of precariousness as one that is relevant both for the times before the pandemic
and the times ahead of us. Whereas the notion of precarity has gained a strong presence in
feminist theory in the last decade (Butler 2004; Puar 2012; McRobbie 2016; Zheng 2018), the
current global economic and social crisis due to Covid-19 and the anticipated post-pandemic
social and cultural changes confirm the relevance of the concept of precarity and invite research
that focuses on its further exploration.
The 2021 RINGS conference proposes to address the question of precarity on various levels,
from theoretical to more experience-based research, with a focus on Covid-19. In that spirit, we
propose five broad themes, with an emphasis on feminist efforts to respond actively to the
social
conditions that produce precarity as a highly gendered social phenomena, and to explore
critically the effects of the pandemic upon the existing inequalities. Putting new solidarities in
the title of the conference, we hope to give prominence to the existing forms of cooperation, to
inspire new ones, and promote further a feminist ethics of solidarity. In that context, the
questions we want to ask include: How to mobilize ourselves in the face of the current and
looming crises? How to build networks of solidarity (Butler 2015)? What forms of collective
action have been effective in the politicization of our “hidden injuries” (Gill 2009)? How can
we address this moment of extreme precarity, which also exists in academia, and transform it
into a moment of inclusion in which academic institutions will have space for various subaltern
voices to be heard (Spivak 1999)?
In addition to the five larger themes listed below, other related topics are welcome as well.
1. Precarity in feminist theory
Following recent studies on precarious life and the ethics of precarity, we invite papers
addressing a broad range of questions related to the concept of precarity in feminist
theory.
2. Precarity in the labor market
Since the 2008 financial crisis, precarity is a rising presence on the labor market, and
the Covid-19 pandemic threatens with a new economic crisis of a much bigger scale.
The conditions of instability and uncertainty that the pandemic has created have proven
to be strongly gendered. Some of the possible questions include: How is the labor
market affected by precarity at present? What happens with jobs in Covid and postCovid economies? How is this situation gendered, and what kind of responses are given
by those most affected by the crisis?
3. Precarity and migration: transnational perspective
Closely connected to the previous theme are questions concerning precarity and
migration. Insecurity and vulnerability are determining aspects of migrants’ lives, and
they are also closely connected with their ability to work in the situation of migration.
Within this theme we invite papers from a transnational perspective. Some of the
possible questions to address include: How has the Covid-19 pandemic worsened

precarity induced by forced migration? How are newly reinforced borders and
controlling mechanisms putting migrants in even more difficult situation than before?
What are the strategies (networks of solidarity) for dealing with precarious livelihoods
in the situation of migration?
4. Precarity in academia
Precarity has various forms in academia, where austerity measures have led to stronger
competition for scarcer resources. In this situation it is the younger generation of
academics who are particularly vulnerable due to a lack of jobs and/or research
opportunities. Departments and research centers dealing with women/gender/sexuality
studies are no exception to that rule, on the contrary. Some of the possible questions
include: How is precarity experienced in academia and research? How are specifically
young researchers’ position worsened with Covid crisis? What are the actual or
imaginable attempts and initiatives to mobilize to change the system from within?
5. Precarity in art
The culture sector has been hit much harder by the Covid-19 pandemic and its fallout
than imagined. Since women hold much more precarious jobs than men and have a
lower esteem and recognition in the creative industry, their current situation is of special
importance. We invite presentations that explore some of the following questions: Have
policy makers addressed the challenges artists and cultural professionals are facing?
How can digital online technology provide alternative forms of communication with the
audience? Have there been new forms of art production given the unprecedented
closures of events and institutions, and the postponement of performances and
exhibitions? What do cultural and art representations of our lives under the covid
pandemic look like?
The Organizing Committee expects a conference that combines on-site and on-line
participation. The final decision about the format will depend on the development of the
Covid-19 pandemic, and eventual changes will be communicated to all participants by
August 15, 2021.
Host organizations:
Department of Gender Studies, CEU PU Vienna
TNT Gender Studies Research Group, University of Szeged
CEU Institute for Democracy, Budapest
RINGS, The International Research Association of Institutions of Advanced Gender Studies
Venue: Central European University, Nádor u. 15, 1051 Budapest, Hungary
Registration fee:
100 euros for on-site participation
50 euros for online participation
20 euros for student
The fees gathered will support RINGS solidarity fund. Members from lower income countries
can apply for funding from the solidarity fund to offset participation costs. Please contact
conference organizers to get information on possible financial assistance.
Accommodation and travel: Accommodation and travel costs are to be covered by the
participants. The hosts will suggest accommodation options and arrange reduced prices.
Deadlines and important dates:
Abstracts of a maximum of 350 words as an attachment are to be submitted by July 31, 2021
to rings2021@ceu.edu, with the subject line “RINGS abstract 2021”. Please indicate your
name and affiliation in addition to the title of your talk.

Acceptance notifications: by August 15, 2021
Conference registration: September 1 – 30, 2021.
Contact for inquiries: rings2021@ceu.edu
Conference Committee:
Local organizing committee:
Erzsébet Barát, TNT Gender Studies Research Group, University of Szeged, and Department
of Gender Studies, CEU PU Vienna
Éva Fodor, CEU Institute for Democracy, Budapest, and Department of Gender Studies, CEU
PU Vienna
Ágnes Zsófia Kovács, TNT Gender Studies Research Group, University of Szeged
Jasmina Lukić, Department of Gender Studies, CEU PU Vienna
International advisory committee:
Kadri Aavik, Tallinn University, Estonia
Annette von Alemann, Center for Gender Studies, Paderborn University, Germany
Deevia Bhana, Gender and Childhood Sexuality, University of KZN, Republic of South
Africa
Jeff Hearn, Centre for Feminist Social Studies, Örebro University, Sweden; and GODESS
Institute, Hanken School of Economics, Finland
Tamara Shefer, Department of Women’s and
Gender Studies, University of the Western
Cape, Republic of South Africa

Appendix G
RINGS Conference and Annual Meeting
2022
Decolonising Feminisms
2-4 December 2020, Durban, South Africa

Call for Papers
Feminist scholarship, in its many different forms, seeks to problematise and destabilise the
universalising structure of dominant Western ways of thinking, through which the (white) man
of reason is posited at the centre of a world history that unfolds progressively through the
transcendence, control and extraction of the natural, corporeal, the feminine. This “sacrificial
logic” (Caldwell 2002) of modern Western thought leads not only to the symbolic erasure of
woman (as shown by scholars like Irigaray, 1985 and Cavarero, 1995), but also founds and
justifies colonial conquest (as shown by scholars like Mbembe, 2001 and Fanon, 1961), as well
as environmental destruction and relentless capitalist expansion (Yusoff, 2019).
Feminist and gender studies therefore hold unique potential to work across causes to challenge
the global problems of colonial dispossession, the ascendency of whiteness, and environmental
destruction in their mutually constitutive entanglement with heteropatriarchy. However, more
often than not, feminism is criticised for doing the opposite, namely repeating or reasserting
the universalising structure of modern liberal thought. This happens specifically when
“whitestream” feminisms (Arvin et al., 2013) accept heteropatriarchy as an ahistorical
framework of analysis in terms of which gender and sexuality become central to feminist theory
and practice, without taking seriously the ways in which heterosexuality, capitalism and racial
classification are impossible to understand apart from each other (Lugones 2010). Rauna
Kuokkanen explains that in the Nordic context, for example, “when Sami women talk about
reindeer herding laws, global capital encroaching on their traditional territories, or the ability to
teach the Sami language to their children, these are not seen or understood as feminist
concerns” (Knobblock and Kuokkanen 2015: 278).
Indigenous and decolonial feminists have been showing in many different ways how the
naturalisation of heteropatriarchy (for example through the imposition of a “modern”,
“civilised” sexuality in the form of the nuclear family with its gendered division of labour) is
at the centre of the devastating effects of settler colonialism on indigenous communities (see
for example Oyĕwùmí 1997, Nzegwu 2012, Gqola 2015) and how the enforcement of “proper”
gender roles is utilised in attempts of the coloniser to control the claims to land made by
colonised people (Arvin et al., 2013: 15), among other things. When whitestream feminism
assumes that woman is defined by her gender first, prior to racial and indigenous identities, it
fails to understand how race is made through gender and vice versa, so that struggles against
patriarchal oppression cannot be understood separately from struggles against colonial or racial
domination (see Moreton-Robinson 2000, Arvin et al., 2013, Lugones 20010, Oyĕwùmí 1997).
Another manifestation of whitestream feminism’s reliance on Eurocentric or Westerncentric
universalisation is the way in which women’s and feminist history is presented as a teleological
unfolding of a singular conception of woman’s freedom, neglecting to engage with and take
seriously the long rich histories of women’s activism and feminist theorising taking place
outside of the dominant renderings of “Western” history, and often as part of struggles against
racial oppression and environmental devastation in the face of Empire (Lukose 2018: 42, Arvin
et al., 2013). In this way, whitestream feminist and gender studies repeat the centring of the

white subject, the naturalisation of settler colonialism and the maintenance of the gender script
that infuses colonial race technologies.
For this conference we invite contributions engaging with the project of decolonising feminist
scholarship and activism, not merely in symbolic and metaphorical ways, but with a
commitment to material, structural change in the world. Such contributions could explore any
of the following topics (but need not be limited to them):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shifts away from the multiple imperial contexts and colonial models of knowledge
extraction in our feminist scholarship
The forces through which Indigenous women and Native feminist theories have been
invisibilised within whitestream women’s studies
Challenging white dominated research and pedagogical models
Unmasking and dismantling epistemic privilege attached to geopolitical positioning
The “denaturalisation of the national” (Lukose 2018: 44) as a site of feminist theory
and practice
Exposing the persistent structures of settler colonisation and its effects on Indigenous
peoples and others
Developing and incorporating multilingualism into our research as a way of
undermining the hegemony of English as colonial imposition
Forging feminist alliances in which issues of race and land are not erased for the sake
of solidarity
The complicity of feminist scholarship in the maintenance and invisibilisation of
colonial structures and the dispossession of Indigenous people

Formats other than presentations, particularly more interactive formats (such as panels,
roundtables or more experimental modalities) are welcome.
The keynote lecture will be presented by Dr Danai Mupotsa who is a lecturer in African
Literature at the University of the Witwatersrand (South Africa). Her research is oriented
towards reading everyday intimacies, with a commitment to feminist, queer, antiracist political
and pedagogical praxis. In 2018, she published her first collection of poetry titled Feeling and
Ugly (Impepho Press).
This call is directed to RINGS members, but non-members can also submit abstracts. However,
member organisations are encouraged to invite others towards extending membership, with
particular emphasis on strengthening the participation of those from countries in the Global
South. RINGS, the International Research Association of Institutions of Advanced Gender
Studies (ringsgender.org) is a global association of centres of advanced gender studies. The
participating centres span Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe and the Americas. Five RINGS
assembly meetings and conferences have been held since the inauguration of RINGS in October
2014 at Örebro University: Prague (2015), Cape Town (2016), Reykjavik (2017), Lisbon
(2018) and Tallinn (2019). The sixth RINGS annual meeting and conference will be hosted by
the University of KwaZulu-Natal in Durban, South Africa.
Practical information
Host organisation: University of KwaZulu-Natal
Venue: Blue Waters Hotel, Durban Beachfront
Registration fee: a minimum of 100 euros or R1700 per individual attendee/participant
variable by location. The fee will support RINGS solidarity fund. Members from lower income
countries can apply for funding from the solidarity fund to offset participation costs. Assistance

from the solidarity fund is subject to sufficient availability of funds. Please contact Azille
Coetzee (azille@sun.ac.za) for possible assistance.
Accommodation and travel: Accommodation and travel costs are to be covered by the
participants. The hosts will suggest accommodation options and arrange reduced prices.
Deadlines and important dates:
• Abstracts of a maximum of 350 words are to be submitted by 30 June 2020 to Azille Coetzee

at azille@sun.ac.za, with the subject line “RINGS abstract”

• Acceptance notifications will be issued by 14 August 2020.
• Conference registration will open on 17 August 2020.

Contact for inquiries: Azille Coetzee (Stellenbosch University, South Africa)
azille@sun.ac.za
Conference Committee:
Local organising committee:
•
•
•
•
•

Deevia Bhana, Professor, University of KwaZulu-Natal
Floretta Boonzaier, Professor, University of Cape Town
Azille Coetzee, Postdoctoral Fellow, Stellenbosch University
Amanda Gouws, Professor, Stellenbosch University
Tamara Shefer, Professor, University of Western Cape

International advisory committee
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Deevia Bhana, Professor, University of Kwazulu-Natal
Amanda Gouws, Professor, Stellenbosch University
Floretta Boonzaaier, Professor, University of Cape Town
Jeff Hearn, Senior Professor of Gender Studies, Örebro University
Tamara Shefer, Professor of Women and Gender Studies, University of the Western
Cape
Annette von Alemann, Professor of Social Inequality and Gender Studies, University
of Duisburg-Essen and Paderborn University.
Kadri Aavik, Associate Professor of Gender Studies, Tallinn University
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Appendix H
Report
The Teaching Resources Team* (henceforth TRC), proposed an initiative to share and
make available teaching resources in gender studies, initially among RINGS members
(closed online platform), potentially broader (open online platform) for online usage in
future teaching activities. The objective is to gradually build an archive of teachinglearning resources.
The aims of the initiative are to:
• Enrich teaching and learning content and experience from international and
comparative perspectives in and on gender studies.
• Facilitate access to shared resources to be integrated in teaching; lightening the
teaching workload by collaboration.
• Facilitate the wider dissemination of teaching and RINGS expertise in gender
studies (if: open platform, open access)
These initiatives and resources could include the following:
• An online archive, divided by key concepts; race, gender, class, ableism,
sexuality, etc.
• 2-3 lectures on each concept ranging from 10-30 minutes. Lectures could be by
members themselves, or from their programmes, as well as lectures that are
freely available online.
• Interviews and conversations, to be solicited and recorded by RINGS. These
may be curated around a specific theme, e.g. key concepts such as gender,
sexuality, class, caste, race, intersectionality etc. technology, development,
queerness.
• Carry out transnational conversations around concepts such as gender, sexuality,
class, caste, race, intersectionality etc.
• Short interventions; mini-lectures (eg. Between 10-30 minutes), by RINGS
members or invited others.
• Collection of resources in teaching methods, course outlines, pedagogical
guidelines. All of the above will be collected, integrated and edited onto a
platform, possibly behind a password.
The following activities/outcomes are expected to follow from - and in order to meet - the
above objectives:
• Re-send the Google form that was created in May 2021 to gauge interest from
RINGS members, potential topics and formats of contributions*:
(https://docs.google.com/forms/u/1/d/1bfS7Ie_wFLgyzNA_YdLbwHeTksvPu
EWXL0IVXe 22SRA/edit?usp=drive_web)
• A further discussion of the components (e.g., the themes and needs to be focused
on, the specific experts and expertise of member programs and institutions, etc.)
and tasks.
• A short draft guideline to be sent in due course to member institutions, with the
possible themes, the length of the videos, possible formats - lecture, interview,
conversation;
• A plan for the technical platform issues, including a discussion of modalities,
technical issues and technological possibilities;
• Other issues, to be resolved, e.g., conditions of use of the video material.
*As of 25th September 2021, there have been 7 responses to the Google form with an
interest in a variety of formats and key concepts, as aforementioned. It was noted on the
form by Blanka Nyklová that language issue needs to be addressed in further discussions.

Appendix Ia

Funding Issues: At almost every GA there has been discussion of how to raise funds for
RINGS. In her 2020 internship, Özden Öz spent a lot of time searching possible funders.
An EU COST network has also been discussed as worth pursuing; this would need a small
working group. Shortly after the last GA, a possible future funding source was announced:
the European Commission Horizon 2020 Call, Feminisms for a new age of democracy,
TOPIC
ID:
HORIZON-CL2-2021-DEMOCRACY-01-03
(https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/topicdetails/horizon-cl2-2021-democracy-01-03). The Co-Chairs and Co-Secretaries made
strenuous (c.7) attempts to find a RINGS member institution to coordinate a bid for this
call, as RINGS could be a good base for such a bid. None of the member institutions were
take on this coordinate at this time. During this period, Jeff Hearn was approached by a
prospective RINGS member institution, with on offer from another institution with an
experienced record in gender projects to coordinate. There followed a series of meetings
(6-7) chaired by Deevia Bhana, developing a consortium for a bid, with c.7 RINGS
members institutions (with, in the light of the Call, a focus on C and E Europe), along with
the coordinating institution and the prospective RINGS member institution. A bid is being
prepared and planned to be submitted in the near future.
Appendix Ib
Decolonisation: A Local or Global Phenomenon?
Bethany Gum – RINGS Intern

During my time as a master’s student in Gender Studies at Utrecht University, the theme
of ‘decolonising the university’ appeared in a call for papers by the student-led graduate
Humanities journal, Junctions. As a BA History student, having studied colonial India,
empirical China and twentieth-century Britain, I questioned what it meant to use the term
‘decolonial’ in postmodern society. I was taking the course ‘Postcolonial Transitions and
Transnational Justice’, reading Achille Mbembe, Frantz Fanon, Eve Tuck, Gurminder
Bhambra, Walter Mignolo, Catherine Walsh, Maria Lugones and more. I entered the field
of postcolonial theory and decolonial thought, I co-wrote a position paper on decolonising
the university and conducted an interview with the chair of the UU Graduate Gender
Studies program, Rosemarie Buikema, both to be published in Junctions in the next month.1
During my internship with RINGS, I delved deeper into this term ‘decolonising’, trying to
understand what higher education institutions do to ‘decolonise’ and how a historically1

The position paper will be published in the Junctions: Graduate Journal of the Humanities call for papers.
Exact publication date is unknown but expected in May 2021: https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/ubiquitypartner-network/up/journal/junction/call%20for%20position%20papers.pdf Last accessed: 6th April 2021;
The academic interview titled ‘Negotiating, Navigating and the Neoliberal University: Talking with
Rosemarie Buikema’ is under review and will be a part of Junction’s issue on ‘Decolonizing the University’.
Exact publication date unknown but expected in May 2021.

rooted term is situated in today’s context. As this research project evolved, it became clear
that the fundamental element to understand how to use the term ‘decolonising’ lay
explicitly in its politics of location. So if a term like ‘decolonising’ is so tightly bound by
its context, what does it mean for an international association, such as RINGS, to use the
term ‘decolonise’? This article first aims to show the difference in international calls to
decolonise the university by outlining some of the protest movements demanding change.
Second, I analyse how definitions of theories decolonisation change meaning across the
world, bringing forth a common thread in how the term is used which is useful to the
RINGS framework. Third, I reveal what doing ‘decolonial’ work means in praxis at higher
education institutions. Last, I argue for continued self-reflexivity and critical analysis in
research by inviting my reader to consider questions around decoloniality and RINGS.
Calls to Decolonise the University
Across the world, calls for the university space to ‘decolonise’ have gained ground in recent
years. In 2015, student-led protests erupted in Cape Town with the #RhodesMustFall
movement, beginning a procession of protests to remove Cecil Rhodes’ statue across the
globe.2 In the UK at Oxford University, students protested for the removal of Rhodes' statue
and triumphed. However, as much of a success as this was, a government survey conducted
in 2016 showed that 59% of the British public felt the statue should remain and a staggering
44% of this number stated that we should be proud of British colonialism. A pitifully small
number of participants, 11%, argued it should be taken down whilst 29% participants stated
‘don’t know’.3 The UK’s National Union of Students ran ‘Why is My Curriculum White?’
and #LiberateMyDegree, whilst across the Atlantic, students at Harvard Law School in the
USA fought for the removal of the Harvard Law School shield that included an emblem of
Isaac Royall Jr., a member of a renowned slave owning family.4 In April 2015 in the
Netherlands, students from Nieuw Universiteit (New University) in Amsterdam protested
and occupied an administrative building, opposed to the neoliberal university, resulting in
the birth of the University of Colour (UoC). The primary aim of UoC is, according to their
website, to ‘decolonize the university’ by aspiring ‘to create a more balanced university at
both curricular and demographic level that includes non-Eurocentric perspectives and
ideas’.5
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Furthermore, calls to decolonise the university to prevent it from being a private institution
embedded within the neoliberal, capitalist market have broken out internationally. In 2011,
the Occupy Wall Street protests in the USA fought for economic equality and called for
better access to education, much like the Los Indignados protests in Spain of the same year.
In 2017, an article written by Karen Gabriel and P.K. Vijayan, shows us that colleges in
India are becoming increasingly privatised in the name of ‘autonomy’ leading to decreased
access for students from poorer backgrounds. They state that ‘colleges that were once
considered ‘elite’ because of the quality of their education and their high academic
performances, will now become ‘elite’ because of whom they cater to and how much they
cost’.6 At the end of 2019, the Jawaharlal Nehru University in Delhi increased student
accommodation fees by as much as 150% leading to student protests and a police
crackdown.7 A higher education fee increase is also echoed in the UK’s 2012 reforms, the
year I began my bachelor’s degree, where fees were tripled from £3,290 per annum to
£9,000.8 Similarly, in South Africa following #RhodesMustFall came #FeesMustFall in
2015, dubbed the ‘the largest student protests since the end of apartheid in 1994’.9 Students
demanded reduced university fees which generated a different discourse that, instead of
focusing on ideological and symbolic coloniality, attended to demands around class and
poverty. This movement paved the way for the larger Fallist movement in South Africa that
actively fights against remaining traces of colonialism. As I consider the state of the
university and student protest movements across the world attempting to decolonise the
university space, it is clear that the term ‘decolonise’ aims to achieve different goals
dependent upon geopolitical location. The context in which the term is used means we need
to understand the nuances of discriminatory policies and procedures in place at universities
across the world. We need to continue learning how the term is utilised by different protest
movements, to understand the varied ways that ‘decolonise’ is situated within institutions
and continue our self-reflexive research that constantly questions our situatedness.
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A student demands reduced fees at Jawaharlal Nehru University in India during protests.
Cited on Aljazeera. ‘As India’s JNU protests fee hike, poor students fear for future’. Photo
credit: Danish Siddiqui/Reuters.

A banner held by students protesting against the neoliberal university in Amsterdam that
led to the creation of the University of Colour in the Netherlands. Cited on Change.org:
‘Petition · University of Colour - Diversify and Decolonize the University · Change.org’.

Students protest for the removal of Cecil Rhodes’ statue in Cape Town, South Africa on
9th April 2021. Photograph: Rodger Bosch/AFP/Getty Images. Cited on The Guardian:
The birth of Rhodes Must Fall | South Africa.

Theoretical Understandings of Decolonial
Whilst universities may have attended to the calls for decolonising from student protests,
it is not new to scholars in feminist theory, gender studies and critical thinking, that the
term ‘decolonise’ is in danger of being used by institutions superficially. In an attempt to
overtly tackle discriminatory practices and behaviours, the term ‘decolonise’, alongside
‘diversity’; ‘inclusivity’; and ‘equality’, has gained traction because it sells well. Higher
education institutions are very much at risk of using overusing and misunderstanding
‘decolonising’ and emptying it of any meaning that it carries. Tuck and Yang (2012) warn
us that decolonising is not a metaphor and show us that to decolonise, we need to repatriate
land and resources to indigenous communities. To misappropriate ‘decolonise’ and use it
as a metaphor, ‘recentres whiteness, it resettles theory, it extends innocence to the settler,
it entertains a settler future’.10 If we are to use ‘decolonise’ as a word and avoid, what Tuck
and Yang call, a ‘settler move to innocence’, we need to go beyond the framework of
potentially co-opting the term. In concurrence with Bhambra, Gebrial and Nişancıoğlu
(2018), I believe it is valuable to work beyond the limitations of Tuck and Yang’s definition
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of decolonise ‘in order to extend and deepen their political warning’11 that decolonisation
is not a metaphor and understand how else it has been applied. Moving beyond this
definition, we are able to see what unites localised movements that name themselves
‘decolonial’. We are able to understand the nuances of oppression and the intricacies of
power relations in what social movements direct themselves against with more precision.
However, before we move beyond Tuck and Yang’s application of decolonisation, I must
merit their work as their definition has been particularly useful because of how they situate
the term. The authors insist that ‘decolonise’ must be understood within the context of
settler colonialism, particularly in the Americas and Australia. It is not a term that can be
employed in any other context. Mbembe, in contrast, says of South African society that
‘today the consensus is that part of what is wrong with our institutions of higher learning
is that they are “Westernized”.’12 He further adds that to decolonise the institution means
for some, that we should to replace Eurocentrism with a process of Africanization in
education. However, he rightly reminds us of Frantz Fanon’s warning that ‘Africanization’
is to continue racial thinking.13 Having replaced the position of the colonisers, the national
bourgeoisie’s policies have the effect of disillusioning the masses leading to a ‘falling back
toward old tribal attitudes’ where Africanization is to ‘replace the foreigner’. Fanon
describes feeling ‘furious and sick at heart’ upon seeing fellow Africans attacking fellow
Africans in the name of Africanization. In other words, the decolonising project in South
Africa, may have been equivocated with ‘Africanization’ showing us another way
decolonisation is interpreted.
These are only two theoretical stand-points of how the term decolonise has been utilised,
but they demonstrate how varied and contextualised the definition of ‘decolonising’ is.
Many other decolonial scholars (Andrews 2018; Icaza and Vázquez 2018; Lugones 2010;
Maldonado-Torres 2011; Mignolo and Walsh 2018; Smith 1988) have published work that
contextualises their experience and shows us further the shades of meaning that
‘decolonial’ carries. It is especially notable that in the last few years, a growth in
scholarship around decolonising the university has emerged and continues to flourish.
Decolonising the University (2018) by Bhambra, Gebrial and Nişancıoğlu and The
University and Social Justice. Struggles Across The Globe (2020) by Chowdry and Vally
are two excellent examples of edited books that include a wide range of topics on
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decolonising the university from a number of geopolitical locations. With the everexpanding field of decolonial theory, it is inevitable that more variegated understandings
of what it means to ‘decolonise the university’ are imagined and put into practice to
generate transformative change.
Decolonial theory is important to us all as academics because of the way that it intersects
with feminist theory, queer theory, posthumanist thinking, new materialism, critical race
theory and others. As a theory fit for interdisciplinary use, we can make use of decolonial
thinking in light of our different disciplines, fields and areas of expertise. As Omarjee
(2018) reflects in the introduction of her book, decolonial theory, for her, has come from a
desire to do things differently. She says that ‘the more I learn the more I realise that nuance
is the best way to blur the lines of supremacies by making us understand our own
vulnerabilities and strengths.’14 As scholars, with a desire to do things differently, we can
incorporate decolonial theory into our research due to its irrevocable intertwinedness in all
that we do.
Decolonising the University in Praxis
To dismantle the power structures that have been handed down to us from colonialism and
move towards a ‘decolonial’ future, we need to re-invent tools that will liberate knowledge
production from the confines of colonial definitions and move past oppressive ways of
being. It is true that some institutions may be in danger of emptying ‘decolonisation’ of its
meaning by employing superficial and cosmetic changes to the institution without
generating any real, structural change. However, it is important that institutions are making
steps towards giving individuals from marginalised communities space within higher
education, whether it is to teach or to learn, in order to create institutions that are more
inclusive.
One of Utrecht University’s main policies and key buzzwords is ‘diversity’. They pride
themselves on being an ‘International Research University’ with a diverse student
population and a relatively new Diversity Dean. After interviewing Rosemarie Buikema in
March 2021, it confirmed for me that there is a general understanding amongst those in
positions of power at UU of the need to have a diverse group of staff and students. We
know that simply “adding” more faculty and hiring a Diversity Dean does not necessarily
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generate the structural change we demand. Appleton (2019) is all too aware of this fact and
argues that employing the language of ‘diversity’ and ‘decolonisation’ does not achieve
enough. It is not specific to a European context and instead, she argues we should use more
specific and direct terminology if we are to achieve any change. She suggests that we
‘diversify…[our] syllabus and curriculum’, ‘digress from the canon’, ‘decentre knowledge
and knowledge production’, ‘devalue hierarchies’, ‘disinvest from citational power
structures’ and ‘diminish some voices and opinions in meetings, while magnifying
others’.15 To heed Appleton’s advice would be a move away from Eurocentric canons and
a white-washed curriculum to include histories of coloniality, Black Studies, Disability
Studies, and more. It is also important to celebrate the importance of local languages in
academia instead of allowing English to prevail as the primary way to speak in the field of
research. We must move away from traditional ways of knowing to explore and honour
epistemologies from marginalised communities. By employing a more definitive, specific
list of goals as Appleton suggests, we may become more successful in our primary goal of
decolonising the university.
When considering curriculum changes, diverse faculty and student population, diverse
citational practices, and so on, I am reminded of Audre Lorde when she told us ‘the master’s
tools will never dismantle the master’s house’.16 To achieve the above criteria and make
steps towards a curriculum that is not Eurocentric and white-washed is important, but we
are still working within the same institutional framework. We need to be more imaginative
to fully decolonise the university which means we must turn to alternative epistemologies,
ontologies and methodologies. Toward an environment that nurtures different perspectives
outside of the claustrophobic confines of academic guidelines and expectations. In
discussing dismantling the master’s house, during an interview, a scholar asked me what
might come next if decolonising is about removing. To discuss removal, meant to discuss
abolition, and to discuss abolition, meant to discuss replacement. So if we are to decolonise
universities, what comes next? If we succeed in decolonising the university, assuming that
it is possible, how do we re-create a space that does not maintain or reestablish the same
inequalities, the same logics of pedagogical or research practices, but reincarnates our
society one step further towards a Utopic university/society? Perhaps I am being
unrealistic, too far-fetched, a Utopian society is too abstract and impossible, but it is
precisely beyond our current scope of understanding that we must strive to be, think and
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know if we want to decolonise the institution. Reinventing tools will not come from
reproduced epistemologies, constricted methodologies, it will come from being creative,
different, fresh.
But, as we know, merely ‘adding’ staff and students is not enough, we cannot only include
students from diverse backgrounds, ‘edit’ the curriculum or create positions for Deans to
monitor and foster inclusion. Creating these changes as simple add-ons to a current way of
being is not transforming or restructuring, but a continuation of building onto the very
structure that we desire to change. What an overwhelming task this is. So whilst we are
working on re-imagining and re-inventing ways of restructuring the university so it is an
inclusive space, these steps are a way to fill terminology like ‘equality’, ‘diversity’,
‘decolonial’ with some practical meaning and explicitly visible change. If every academic
invested in one step, for example their citation tactics, the process would, as Clare
Hemmings tells us, ‘be one that...open[s] up and foreground[s] absence, provide[s] a break
in the monotony of the repeated, and suggest[s] other historiographies that are politically
and theoretically transparent’.17 By working as a collective to change the ways that we
produce and create knowledge by following Appleton’s list as a guideline, as academics
and as political subjects in our own right, we are working towards the drive to ‘decolonise
the university’.
An Invitation to Answer: RINGS and Decolonisation
I have shown the ways that the term ‘decolonial’ is used in protests around the world that
are demanding ‘decolonise the university’. Although each protest movement is defined by
its specific context, what is inherently shared is the anger and discontent from activists and
representational authorities that show us how the university is built on exclusion. Some
institutions and governments have begun introducing policies that attempt to make the
university more inclusive, but is it enough? Again, decolonial theorists define
decolonisation in ways that are specific to their own politics of location making it more
difficult, not impossible, to have a universal, shared understanding of decolonisation. What
is inherent to protest movements, theories of decolonisation and decolonisation in praxis is
the fundamental desire to change the university as an institution built on exclusionary
power structures embedded in colonial thinking that has not yet been dismantled. We must
continue critiquing our own positionality and insist on practicing self-reflexivity so that
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fundamental differences are understood and nuances in decolonial thought are visibly
present. So, with this in mind, I invite my reader to ponder the following questions:
❖ How can RINGS as a transnational feminist association of higher education
institutions decolonise?
❖ What does it mean for an international association to decolonise if ‘to decolonise’
is so contextually specific?
❖ As academics in critical thinking, how do we be in the university space without
being of the university space?
❖ What can we do to re-create a university space that does not re-establish or reenforce exclusion? Is this even possible?
❖ How do we dissolve boundaries so that those that are excluded are allowed ‘in’?
❖ In what ways can RINGS be decolonial in praxis and theory?
❖ How can we foster self-reflexivity and critical analysis in more than our own
discipline and field of expertise? How can we further disperse feminist
methodologies?
❖ Finally, a quote from Angela Last (2018) to reflect upon: ‘While we may not be
able to change practices during our career, we can at least embed these queries into
our work.’18
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Centre for Gender and Science, Prague, Czech Republic (Blanka Nyklová);
Centre for Gender, Culture and Social Processes, University of Delhi (Karen
Gabriel);
Center for Gender Studies, Paderborn University, Germany (Annette von
Alemann)
Department of Women’s and Gender Studies, University of the Western Cape,
South Africa (Tamara Shefer);
EDDA and UNU-GEST, University of Iceland, Iceland (Irma Erlingdóttir);
Fay Gale Centre, University of Adelaide, Australia (Richard Howson);
Hanken School of Economics, Finland, (Jeff Hearn);
Graduate Gender Programme/Netherlands Research School, Utrecht
University, the Netherlands (Eva Midden/Christine Quinan);
Department of Gender Studies, CEU PU, Austria (Jasmina Lukic);
Gender and Childhood Sexuality, University of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa
(Deevia Bhana);
Tallinn University, Estonia (Kadri Aavik)

Appendix K
Petition, on Journal of Gender Studies struggle to prevent publisher from imposing
master/servant contract terms. Please forward to all your networks:
https://chng.it/BXTnmGfJvX or
https://www.change.org/p/taylor-francis-jgs-struggle-to-prevent-publisher-fromimposing-master-servant-contract-terms?utm_content=cl_sharecopy_30733348_enGB%3A8&recruiter=963670222&utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium=copylink&
utm_campaign=share_petition
As members of the Board, friends and supporters of the Journal of Gender Studies, we are
severely disquieted by ongoing discussions on the newly proposed Taylor & Francis
contract for the Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of Gender Studies. As we understand it, the
contract seeks to impose personal liability on the Editor-in-Chief for their own actions
and potentially for the actions of relevant others (authors, editors, editorial assistant,
reviewers, the editorial board), regardless of whether or not the Editor-in-Chief knows of
these. In this, a proposed new contract would appear to grant T&F these rights against an
Editor-in-Chief, as an individual. The proposed contract also apparently contains
specifications which increase the Editor-in-Chief’s workload (and in the event of a
dispute, the notice to be given is 12 months), and places obligations on the Editor-inChief to obey instructions, regardless of their content.
There are numerous problematic sections and phrasings in the proposed contract. These
include use of “in the sole opinion of the publisher” which could mean control of an
academic’s and academics’ workload. Clauses of this type additionally seek to undermine
and limit the board’s autonomy. There are also contractual obligations proposed which
seem to effectively mean that the Editor-in-Chief is responsible for ensuring that other
Board members (70-75) conform to the publisher’s changing policies and procedures,
without mechanisms for supporting or even informing the journal of these. There is an
imposition of a master/servant relationship, such that the Editor-in-Chief’s workload can
be increased unilaterally, without agreement or natural justice. Additionally that
master/servant relationship is suggested by the contract to exist between the Editor-inChief and Board Members.
We are not only very surprised by this course of events, but it could be concluded that it
might be a foolish person who would sign such a contract. In the light of the above, a
significant number of Board members have already resigned or are considering resigning
from the Board of the Journal of Gender Studies.
We are even more surprised by the above as Board members, friends and supporters of
JGS enjoy very positive and fruitful relationships with other sections of Routledge and
T&F, as has the journal itself up until the attempt to introduce this contract. The contents
of the contract have damaged the relationship of trust and confidence built up over the
years through negotiated custom and practice.
The proposed JGS contract severely undermines T&F’s reputation, as a responsible actor,
especially in the fields of Women's, Gender and Sexuality Studies, a matter which
concerns us gravely. The norms by which the academic community choose editors and
board members should be respected by T&F; these are spheres where the autonomy and
judgment of the academics (particularly those who have been associated with the journal
and contributed to its growth) should prevail. This is vital for maintaining the reputation
of the journal and the respect it has garnered in the community.

We call on T&F to engage respectfully with the Board of Journal of Gender Studies to
find a consensual resolution and to maintain confidence in the good name of the journal
and the publisher.
Rachel Allsop, Anita Biressi, Jeff Hearn, Gurpreet Mahajan, John Mercer, Blu Tirohl

